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EXECUTIVE SUMMAR,Y 
The purpose of this study is to improve the ability of public a~dprivate sector organizations
to communicate with members of the general public about the risks posed by hazardous
materials, such as those found in Superfund or RCRA sites, or sUbject to SARA Title III. The
first phase of the project examined selected aspects of the local emergency response plan­
ning process mandated by Title III of SARA, as carried out in Virginia. 1 
The seco.nd phase, reported here, expanded the focus, including a national survey of Loca'
Emergency Planning Committees (LEPCs) and case studies oi' selected risk communication
efforts. 
The survey was designed to assess the risk communication efforts of LEPCs and to gauge
their capacity for promoting risk communication in their communities. The survey was con­
ducted in a sample of ten states selected to represent the range of organizational patterns
i
and community conditions across the nation. Packets of questionnaires for the members
and an information form on the LEPC were sent in January 191~9 to the chairs of all local
committees in the states of Alabama, California, Louisiana, Maryland, Missouri, New York,
Rhode Island, Utah. Washington. and Wisconsin. Fifty six perc.;mt of the LEPCs we were able
to contact responded to the survey, sending in 199 information forms and 1,468 member
questionnaires. While we are confident that this sample is ge'1erally representative of all
LEPCs, it is possible that the responses are slightly biased in flwor of the more active, better
organized committees and the more interested and' involved rr,embers, and may overstate
the quality and activity level of the "average" LEPC. 
Among the findings produced from analyses of responses to t~Je survey are the following: 
1.	 The majority of LEPCs have put in place the basic mechanisms for communicating 'risk
and emergency response information to the public. but fe;': have ~ctively advertised the
availability of this information. 
1 Conn. W. D.. W. L. Owens. R. C. Rich, and J. 8. Manheim, Processi~g Hazardous Materials Risk Infor­

mation at the Local Level, EPA-230-QS-89-063. Washington. D.C.: U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, 1989.
 
2.	 Most LEPCs have made little effort to involve the public in the Tille III planning process. 
and those that have done so generally have not actively sought input by, for example, 
holding public forums or sending representatives to address other local organizations. 
3.	 There was no statistical relationship between the number of facilities within an LEP.C's 
jurisdiction and the degree to which the LEPChad been aggressive in its efforts to 
communicate with the public. 
4.	 The majority of LEPCs had receivc9d no requests for information under the Community­
Right.-to-Know provisions of Title III and BB% had received fewer than 10 requests for 
such information. More requests came from individual citizens than from ai1Y other 
source, with community and environmental groups providing the second largest number 
of requests. 
5.	 LEPCs that had attempted to mak/9 information public had received more requests, sug­
gesting that the level of public int,erest in hazardous materials issues can be raised by 
concerted effort. 
6.	 However, most LEPCs plan to reduce their level of activity once their emergency plans 
have been accepted by the state, and show few signs of shifting to a more active role in 
risk communication. 
7.	 Most LEPCs report few contacts with local environmental groups and little cooperation 
with them. However, there is a positive correlation between the frequency of contact 
with such groups and the degree to which LEPC members describe these contacts as 
cooperative and view the environmental groups as representative of the public. 
8.	 Most LEPC members regard their organizations as quite capable of carrying out the 
technical aspects of response planning, but they express far less confidence in the 
committee's capacity for communicating with the public, involving citizens in the plan­
ning process, or stimulating public debate on hazardous materials issues. 
9.	 The typical LEPC member devotes less than one hour a month to securing public input 
for the planning process or to educating the public about hazardous materials issues -­
far less time than is given to mor,e technical tasks such as identifying facilities and 
studying response techniques. 
10.	 Most LEPC members are dissatisfied with both the amount and the quality of the cover­
age given to their work by local television, radio. and newspapers. 
ii 
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11. LEPC members generally have a narrow concept of risk communication in nonemer­
gency situations. Rather than encouraging public consideration of ways to reduce or 
manage risks, they tend to focus exclusively on preparing the community to respond to 
accidents. 
12. Most LEPC members said they would use training materiel Is that were designed to im­
prove their ability to communicate with the public and secure citizen input for the plan­
ning process, suggesting that the production and distribution of such materials to LEPCs 
\; and State Emergency Response Commissions (SERCs) may be beneficial. 
Title "' of SARA requires that a variety of groups be represented on the LEPCs. We found 
that all states have a mixture of these groups on their committees, but that there is consid­
erable variation in the degree to which different groups are represented. Some states' 
LEPCs tend t~ be dominated numerically by a combination of (emergemcy responders and 
representatives of business and industry, while others' are cornposed primarily of govern­
ment officials and emergency responders. In all cases, perSOf1S from the media, environ­
~. mental groups, and community organizations are in the minority. The average LEPC in our 
" sample gave only 10% of its seats to representatives of these groups. However, we found 
..... no consistent pattern of differences in the opinions expressed by members of these various 
groups, which may indicate that the recruitment process has tlended to place less critical 
members of these "watchdog" groups on the LEPCs. 
Case studies provided a second source of information for the study. Through consultation 
with EPA regional offices, SERCs, and other sources, we sought to identify examples of in­
novative risk communication efforts in specific communities. While few examples were 
available, we were able to arrange case studies in St James Parish, LA; EI Paso 
County/Colorado Springs, CO; and C~ntra Costa County, CA, as well as secondary case 
studies in neighboring areas. The objectives of the case studi(es were to learn what risk 
communication techniques had been tried. to secure suggesticlns for risk communication 
programs from practitioners. and to assess the level of hazard(:lUs' materials awareness 
among a sample of the attentive public in each community. TOI these ends, in-person and 
telephone interviews were conducted with local officials, media figures, and community 
leaders, and a mail questionnaire was sent to a sample of opinion mediators in each com­
munity. 
The case study risk communication activities fell intb four cate~,ories: (1) publications. press 
r'eleases, and video-tapes; (2) public presentations and forums; (3) communicating through 
iii 
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schools and libraries; and (4) public access to information about hazardous material's and 
response planning. These activities focused mainly on emergency response information 
such as where to go for instructions in the event of an accident or how to evacuate a given 
area. There was little information on the nature. source. or extent of actual risks from haz­
ardous materials. and the information t~at was available was not always in a form that would 
be useful to average citizens. 
Those who had been especially involved with communicating risk information offered the 
following suggestions: 
1.	 It Is important to share risk information with the public to avoid misunderstandings and 
build trust in the sources of risk information. 
2.	 Risk information should be communicated before an emergency. 
3.	 Risk communicators should communicate with and through existing organizations in the 
community. This can build trust as well as utilizing convenient conduits for information 
to large segments of the public. 
4.	 Larger issues can be addressed by building on initially small efforts. such as providing 
information about household hazardous waste. 
5.	 Emergency response drills can be~ an effective way of attracting community attention to 
the issue of hazardous materials risks and educating the citizenry on how to protect it­
self. 
The mail survey of local opinion mediators indicated that. although exceptional risk com­
munication efforts took place in the c9mmunities, even attentive citizens are generally not 
well informed about hazardous materials issues. Only a third of the respondents were 
members of some organization that had sought to learn about these issues. and only 11 % 
felt they knew what to do to protect themselves and their families in an actual emergency. 
However. most expressed, Willingness to devote considerable effort to becoming better in­
formed. Most would turn to local government for information in the' event of an emergency, 
and those who had acquired information on this topic had most often received it from local 
government rather than the LEPC or ~;ome other source. 
Our work suggests several important questions and recommendations: 
iv 
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Why shou..'d a community have a hazardous materials risk clommunication program? Such
a program can (1) improve the technical sufficiency ,of the ernergency response plan by se­
curing additional information from citizens, (2) heighten citizE~ns' understanding of the plan
and thereby increase its effectiveness, (3) increase the credibility and legitimacy of the plan, 
I (4)	 stimulate public discussions that may lead to risk reduction, and (5) reduce the level of~ I 
citizen "outrage" following a major accident. 
What should be the role of the LEPC in a risk communicatiofll program? The LEPC should
develop a plan for a risk communication program, but will usually not be responsible for its
implementation. The LEPC should act as an advocate for active risk communication efforts
and should coordinate the activities of various agencies, but the actual risk communication
,
should be implemented by other organizations with the staff <lnd resources to carry out an
effective long-term, community-wide effort. 
How should a risk communication plan be developed and wh,lft elements should it contain?
The plan should be devised by the LEPC in consultation with response organizations, media.
and any community organizations that might have a role in its implementation. It should be
made a component of the emergency response plan, and the LEPC should seek assistance
from communication specialists in developing materials and procedures to be included in
the plan. The risk communication plan should provide for: 
1.	 An on-going program of risk communication and education that can accommodate pop­
ulation turnover, changing conditions. and fading memories. 
2.	 A series of public forums designed to share risk informaticln with the public in an inter­
active setting that fosters confidence and promotes efforts to reduce risks. 
3.	 A system by which emergency response plans and information on specific hazardous
materials in the community are made readily available to the public on demand and in
a fo'rm that is understandable. 
~ 4.	 Provisions for giving citizens concret~ instructions about hl~w to protect themselves in
an emergency. 
5.	 Contact lists of the names and addresses of persons who c.an be called upon to help
disseminate information both prior to and during an emergl:mcy. 
6.	 A Hpress kit" designed to assist the media in covering both emergency and nonemer­
gency hazardous materials stories effectively. 
7.	 Formal provisions for the regular review and up-dating of the risk communication plan 
.­
to reflect changing conditions. 
Who should carry out a hazardous materials risle communication program and how should 
it relate to other risle communication .J(forts? The hazardous materials risk communication 
plan should be implemented by a local public or quasi-public agency that has the confidence 
of the public. The SERCs should be encouraged to serve as conduits for information about 
innovative risk communication programs, training opportunities, and other efforts to improve 
the risk communication capacities of the LEPCs in their states. The SERCs might also or­
ganize programs to assist local committees in developing risk communication components 
for their local emergency response plans. 
At the national level, EPA could develop and distribute materials that would assist LEPCs in 
designing effective risk communication plans. These would include a guidebook for com­
munication planning that could be adapted to the unique situation of each community. A 
particular community's hazardous materials risk communication plan should be coordinated 
with other risk communication efforts (such as those concerned with Superfund sites, natural 
disas.ters, or nuclear power plants) that may be underway. 
vi 
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INTRODUCTION 
The past few years have seen a growing recognition in the Urlited States and elsewhere of 
the risks posed by the production, storage, transportation, USEl, and disposal of hazardous 
materials. Many organizations are struggling with efforts to communicate to the general 
public information about these risks. In this study we are concerned with a variety of or­
ganizatio'.ls involved in risk communication at the local level. 
The overall purpose of this study is to improve the ability of public and private sector o·r­
ganizations to communicate - to members of the general publi~ - information relating to the 
risks posed by hazardous materials. Our primary focus to datE~ has been on the Local 
Emergency Planning Committees (LEPCs), established under tine Emergency Planning and 
Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986. otherwise known as Title ,1/ of the Superfund 
,:". Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA). The LEPCs are reqUired to include elected 
., 
local officials, police, firej civil defense, public health professionals. environmental, hospital, 
and transportation officials, as well as representatives of facilitnes subject to the emergency 
planning requirements. community groups, and the media. The LEPC'~ role includes pre­
paring and subsequently updating local emergency response plans as well as helping to in­
crease the public's knowledge of, and access to. information on the presence of hazardous 
materials in their communities and the releases of these chemicals into the environment. 
The problems faced by the LEPCs in communicating risk information to the public are 
thought to be typical of those faced by other organizatio~s, suci, as those involved in risk 
communication at Superfund sites. Our expectation is that the~fjndings for LEPCs can be 
applied to situations involving Superfund sites and RCRA sites. However we decided to start 
with LEPCs because public opinion lends to polarize quickly once a Superfund or RCRA site 
has been identified. 
1 
During Phase 1 of the research, the tElam (1) evaluated a presentation on hazards analysis 
given by the U.S. Environmental Prote!ction Agency (EPA) to lEPCs and other organizations 
Involved In local hazardous materials emergency planning, and (2) studied the knowledge, 
perceptions, and expectations of organizations and individuals charged with the task of iocal 
hazardous materials emergency planning. Phase 1 was conducted entirely within the Com­
monwealth of Virginia and is described in Conn et aI., 1989. 
During Phase 2, in which the focus was expanded to the national level, the team (1) obtained 
Information about the perceptions anel practices, with respect to risk communication, of a 
sample of lEPCs and other organizations in ten states, and (2) studied and evaluated, in a 
few selected locations, the efforts of these and other' community-based organizations to 
communicate to the public information about hazardous materials risks. This report covers 
Phase 2, conducted between September 1988 and August 1989. 
()BJECTIVES 
The objectives of Phase 2 were as follows: 
1.	 To explore the effectiveness of thl3 local emergency planning process (under Title III) 
and other approaches to providin~1 the public with information about the risks associated 
with hazardous materials: 
2.	 To secure officials' opinions of thE~ effectiveness of the Title III emergency planning 
process soon after the deadline felr the submission of the plans: 
3.	 To identify and evaluate innovative ways of communicating with the public about (1) the 
risks from hazardous materials (including those associated with Superfund sites), and 
(2)	 elements of emergency response plans. 
2 
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OVERVIEW OF PHASE 2 ACTJ'VITIES 
The following activities were undertaken in Phase 2: 
1.	 In collaboration with EPA headquarters and regional persoMel, we selected ten states 
(one in each EPA region) for a survey of LEPCs and their members. 
2.	 We developed and pretested two mail survey instruments: ~n LEPC Information Form 
and a member questionnaire. 
3.	 With the knowledge of the appropriate EPA regional offices and State Emergency Re­
sponse Commissions (SERCs), we mailed survey packages, to the chairs of all LEPCs in 
the ten states and asked that they distribute the questionnaires to their members. 
,~. 
4.	 We sent written reminders to the LEPC chairs as appropriate to encourage a higher re­
sponse rate. An overall response rate of 55% of the LEPCs was achieved by July 1989. 
5.	 We coded the Information Forms and questionnaires for computer entry and analyzed. 
I 
the responses. 
6.	 We contacted the EPA regional offices. SERCs, and others il1 an effort to identify com­
fI'lunities that were known to have engaged in innovative risk communication activities. 
With some difficulty we identified a small number of commu.nities whose efforts ap­
peared to be worthy of detailed study. 
7.	 We visited three states where we developed in-depth case studies in three communities 
and examined risk communication activities in several other communities within the 
same three. states. 
3 
8.	 We followed up on the case studies with the mailing of a brief questionnaire to a total 
of 221 "opinion mediators" in the three c·ommunities. 
9.	 We sent written reminders to the opinion mediators as appropriate to encourage a 
higher response rate, and secured 104 completed questionnaires for an overall response 
rate of 47%. 
10.	 We analyzed the responses from the opinion leaders. 
11.	 We developed conclusions and rec;ommendations from all of the Phase 2 activities. 
The results of these activities are described in the remainder of the report. 
T - SURVEY OF ·LEPCs AND THEIR MEMBERS 
I"ITRODUCTION 
Implementation of the risk communication objectives of Title III depends in part on the efforts 
of the individual Local Emergency Planriing Committees to develop a plan for informing the 
,	 , 
public of hazardous materials risks. It is, therefore, important to learn how the committees 
define their responsibilities and what actions they have taken to fulfill those responsibilities. 
Recognizing that the perceptions, values. and skills of ~he LEPC members are crucial to the 
functioning of these organizations, it is also important to discover how individual LEPC 
members view their organization and its role under Title III. To answer these and other 
questions, we conducted a mail survey of all of the LEPCs in ten states. This section of the 
report presents the results of the survey. We first explain the methods used to ~onduct the 
survey, then describe the responses received. and finally examine the patterns discovered 
4 
in these responses under three main headings: The LEPCs a~; Organizations; Mission Defi­
nition and Capacities of the LEPCs; and Characteristics and Ol:ientations of LEPC Members. 
- I 
METttODOLOGY 
The objective of the survey was to gather data from a manage.able number of local commit­
tees in such a way as to allow us to draw conclusions about ap LEPCs. The most desirable 
way to achieve this goal would have been to survey a random sample of the nation's LEPC 
I 
members. However, the virtual impossibility of obtaining a complete and unbiased list of 
names and addresses of all LEPC members dictated against this approach. Moreover, we 
wanted	 to be able to compare states since there is so much vlariation in the way individual 
states have responded to the mandate of Title III. Even if a ral1dom sample of LEPC mem­
bers had	 been possible, it would have produced results that were representative of the na­
tion as a whole, but may not have been representative of condlitions in individual states. 
Consequently, we elected to take a sample of states judged to be typical (if not represen­
tative in a statistical sense) of the nation. We then ~ttempted to survey enough LEPCs in 
each state to provide a valid basis for conclusions about that Sltate's implementation of Title 
I 
III. 
I 
The following criteria guided our selection of states to be included in the study: 
1. We	 wanted one state from each of the ten regions into whi'ch the EPA divides the nation 
,i	 for administrative purposes in orderJo ensure a truly national sample and to capture the 
effects of any variation in EPA regional practice with regard to Title III provisions. 
I 
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2. While recognizing that every state is unique in many respects, we sought to avoid se­
lecting any state that was likely to be atypical of its region due to e~ceptional conditions 
or history. 
3. We wanted to include states that EPA regional officials and SERC members told us were 
likely to include LEPCs or other organizations making concerted efforts to involve the 
public in the Title III planning prOCE!SS or experimenting with creative approaches to risk 
communication. 
4. We sought to obtain a mixture of large and small states with an over~all balance among 
urban and rural areas and among areas with high and low concentrations of hazardous 
.; materials-handling facilities. 
5. We wanted the sample to include examples of some of the variety of ways in which 
states are divided into LEPC districts. As a result, the sample is composed primarily of 
states that, like most in the nation, organize their LEPCsaround counties, cities or other 
local units but also includes states that rely on larger districts. 
Following consultation with EPA headquarters and regional personnel, with state officials, 
and others, we were led by the interplay of these criteria to select the states of: 
Alabama New York 
California Rhode Island 
Louisiana Utah 
Maryland Washington - , 
Missouri Wisconsin 
6 
Procedure 
In an effort to obtain a large enough sample of each state's I~EPCs. allowing for an antic­
ipated response rate of no more than ~O%. we sent the surv1ey to all local emergency plan­
ning committees in each of the ten states. This produced an initial sample frame of 400 
LEPCs. We were unable to secure valid addresses for 4 and another 8 responded that their 
organization was "inactive" or existed "only on paper," effectively reducing the 'sample frame 
to 388. 
The procedure for the survey was to send each LEPC chair a packet containing a cover letter 
explaining the survey. a single-sheet LEPC Information Form (Infoform), a set of question­
naires for the LEPC members, and a prepaid, self-addtessed Ireturn envelope. Th'e cover 
letter explained that the chair was to (1) complete the Infoforrn for the organization, (2) dis-
I 
tribute the member questionnaires to the members by whatever meansheor she saw fit. (3) 
collect the completed questionnaires, and (4) mail both the questionnaires and the Infoform 
back to us in the envelope provided. A sample of all the matE!rials from the packet is con­
tained in Appendix A. 
We had no way of determining in advance the number of members of each LEPC without the 
I 
time-consuming and costly task of contacting each organization. However, our discussions 
with EPA ?nd state officials led us to ~ssume that few LEPCs v~ould have more than 24 
members. Accordingly, we included this number of questionn,aires in each packet in an ef­
fort to be sure that we provided enough questionnaires. for most local committees. (In fact. 
we had only two requests for additional questionnaires and only two LEPCs photocopied 
questionnaires on their own to provide enough for all of their rrembers.) This produced a 
mailing of 9.672 member questionnaires to the 400 LEPCs on our ori~linal mailing Jist. Each 
questionnaire was stamped with the identifying number of the LEPC. folded, and inserted 
ioto a plain envelope. In an effort to encourage frank answers iby ensuring anonymity, the 
I 
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questionnaire instructed members to return the completed questionnaire to its envelope, 
seal the envelope, and return it to the LEPC chair without any identifying marks. Judging 
from the condition in which we received the questionnaires, this strategy worked well in 
most cases. A few chairs, however, apparently followed prolcedures which jeopardized an­
onymity. Some wrote the members' names on the envelopes or opened the sealed envel­
opes before returning them to us. Some members failed to :;eal the envelopes so that it 
wou'ld have been possible for someone to examine the quesl:ionnaires before returning it to 
us. Given the fact that the questions pose little threat to leaders or other LEPC members, 
, I we feel that none of these actions is likely to have biased responses in any.significant way. 
Packets were sent to LEPC chairs in January, 1989. Any who: had not responded after two 
months were sent a reminder with a return addressed response card to use in informing us 
of the status of the survey. Those who had still not responded by the end of April were sent 
I 
another reminder and a second Infoform with a request that they at least complete and re­
turn the fnfo form if they were unable to have their members fill out questionnaires. We dio 
not mail out a second full set of questionnaires to LEPCs that did not respond primarily be­
cause of the cost of mailing these packets. We also knew thelt any gi'ven chair may be 
holding the survey until the LEPC's next meeting and we did not want to press them unnec­
essarily. 
Response 
The complexity of our survey procedure allowed for several ty'pes 'of responses. Most lEPC 
chairs who responded complied with our request and returned both an Infoform and member 
questionnaires. However. some returned only the lnfoform and others returned only mem­
ber questionnaires. Figure 1 shows the responses' we receivE~d from each of the states in 
the study. Since this was a judgmental ralher than a probability sample. the 
representativeness of IIle sample does not depend primarily Ol~ the response rate. However, 
"8 

after dropping LEPCs that were "inactive" or could not be contacted from our potential sam­
ple, the overall response rate for LEPCs was 56%. We consider this rate to be quite satis­
factory for a survey of this type and feel that it provides an adequate basis for drawing 
conclusions about Title III implementation at the national levle/. At"the state level, we can 
have a good deal of confidence in conclusions about those states in which the state-wide 
response rates were at least 50%, but are less secure in gerleralizations about states like 
Missouri and Louisiana which had very low response rates. 
Calculating the response rate for individual LEPC members i~; more complicated. Since we 
have no way of knowing how many members there were in the ten states at the time of the 
survey, we cannot say what the overall response rate for individuals was. We can say that 
those LEPCs which sent in LEPC ~nfoforms reported a total of 4,461 membership positions. 
Since we sought responses from all members but received only 1,468 individual question­
, 
naires, our overall nominal response rate was 33%. While this seems low, three consider­
atlons suggest that we need not be too worried about a low mturn jeopardizing 
representativeness. In the first place. our knowledge of the operation of LEPCs indicates 
that most depend primarily on the efforts of a core of active mEambers and that many nominal 
members are only marginally involved in the committees. It i:s the active members who are 
most likely to understand the functioning of the LEPCs and to influence their operation. 
Since they are also most likely to be the ones attending a meeting at which the questionnaire 
was distributed and most likely to have the knowledge and inte!rest to fill out a questionnaire, 
it may be that we have a far better sample of active members than of all members. More­
over, we may have a more accurate picture of the LEPCs from the responses of this active 
core than we would have gained from a larger sample of less involved members. Second, 
when one considers that national public opinion polls of the entire adult population of !he 
U.S. are routinely based on samples of no more than 1,500, our base of 1,468 respondents 
is a very large sample for the relatively small number of persons who are members of the 
LEPCs. Finally, and most importantly, most of the patterns found in the responses we re­
9 
celved Bre so strong thBt there Is Iittl~~ reason to believe that having additionB1 respons~s 
would hBve B/tered our bBslc conclusions. 
Figure 1 
Responslu to the Survey by StBte 
ACTIVE COMPLETE INFOFORM MEMBERS RESPONSE 
STATE LEPCs RESPONSES ONLY ONLY RATE 
Alabama 65 27 7 2 55% 
California 6 5 ,0 1 100% 
Louisiana 64 13 6 0 30% 
Maryland 25 10 5 1 68% 
Missouri 32 6 3 1 31% 
New York 58 32 4 5 71% 
Rhode Island 8 7 0 0 88% 
Utah 12 5 1 0 50% 
Washington 43 9 8 1 42% 
Wisconsin 72 40 10 5 76% 
TOTAL 385 155 44 16 56% 
The data collection procedure we used (like all similar mail surveys) mBy have produced one 
systematic bias in our sample. The rl3spOnSes may have come disproportionately from the 
more active, better organized local cClmmittees since their officers are more likely to be 
willing to take part in such a survey and to be able to contact their members and persuade 
them to participate. In addition, we probably got responses primarily from the more involved 
10 
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and concerned members of these committees since they are more likely both to have been 
at a meeting where the questionnaire was distributed and to be interested enough to com­
plete it. Together, these effects may have lead to a "creaming" of LEPCs and their members, 
and may have produced data which overstates the quality of the LEPCs. We have no way 
of determining if this bias actually exists in our data, but readers should be alert to its 
possible effects and may want to interpret the results we rep(j!rt in light of it. 
.f 
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 
The LEPCs as Organizations 
Information about the LEPCs as organizations can be obtained both from the chairs' re­
sponses to the Infoform and by aggregating members' respons1es to questions about the 
operation of the local committee. We received completed Infof()rms from 199 organizations. 
Based .on the information contained in those forms, as of April '1989, the average LEPC had 
been in existence for 17 months and had 23 members. Eighty four percent had completed 
their local emergency response plan and submitted it to their relspective SERC for approval. 
6% had completed but not submitted their plan, and less than 10% reported that they were 
still developing their plan. 
According to the chairs, the average number of facilities that were -supposed to report to 
• -f' 
each LEPC was 74. This number is slightly inflated by the fact that California uses a system 
of six regional LEPCs with an average of 500 facilities in each jurisdiction. The second 
highest average of 157 is in Missouri, followed by Louisiana with an average of 119 facilities 
per jurisdiction. The lowest averages were reported by Rhode .IF'and with 24 facilities per 
LEPC and Alabama with 35. Though some committees reported 'responsibility for over 1,000 i 
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facilities, 81 % of the LEPCs indicated that there were fewer than 100 facilities in their juris­
dictions. The average LEPC reported that 45% of the facilities that had reported had sent 
In lists of regulated materials rather than material safety data sheets (MSDSs) on individual 
chemicals and several volunteer:ed that this was at the request of the LEPC. 
Since the danger of a hazardous materials e!TIergency will generally increase with the 
number of facilities inan area, it is reasonable to expect the number of facilities in a juris­
diction to be related to the degree to which the local committees have. attempted to inform 
the public about chemical hazards or to bring the public into the plannjng process. However, 
when we examine data from the states in our sample, there is no consistent statistical re­
lationship between the number of facilities in a jurisdiction and the extent of the LEPCs' risk 
communication efforts. LEPCs that are responsible for a large number of facilities are no 
more likely to have taken steps to co.mmunicate with the citizenry than are those responsible 
for smaller numbers of hazardous materials sites. 
Informing the Public Under Community-Right-to-Know Provisio'}s 
One of the first things we wanted to know about the operation of the LEPCs is what pro­
visions they had made for informing citizens of the local plan and for maldng information on 
hazardous materials in the community available to citizens. We asked if the LEPC had taken 
each of a series of steps toward these goals. Figure 2 summarizes their answers. 
'I I, I I, 'II I II 1'1 
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Figure 2 
LEPC Efforts to Make Hazardous Materials Information' Available to the Public 
% OF LEPCsACTIVITY REPORTING 
Designated an office to disseminate information 92% 
Advertised the address and phone of this office 59% 
Full-time employee given responsibility for office 77% 
Provide photocopying service at the office 78% 
Offer citizens assistance interpreting hazardous materials information 67% 
Designated a contact for Section 313 information 38% 
The majority of committees had put in place the basic structums necessary for making in­
formation available to the public. (Alabama and Wisconsin stand out as the most active 
states in this regard with Rhode Island and Utah being the leasit active.) Despite this. signif­
icant numbers had failed to take steps that could be vital to eff,~ctive information sharing. 
For example 41 % had not actively-advertised the existence or location of the office respon­
sible for responding to citizens' requests for hazardous materials information. Without these 
efforts. there is little reason to expect citizens to know where te) go with questions. Without 
aggressive efforts to advertise the availability of information, even the best equipped office 
is likely to be ineffective. Similarly, almost a third of all LEPCs did not provide citizens with 
assistance in interpreting the hazardous materials information n!ade available in their office. 
Given the complexity and technical nature of much of the information gathered under Title 
III, such assistance must be regarded as essential if citizens without a hazardous materials 
background are actually to acquire an understanding of the risk\s they face (or don't face) by 
examining the kind of information LEPCs are likely to make avaIlable to them. 
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Perhaps one reason that LEPCs might not make the sharing of Title III information a high
 
priority is that they have received very few requests for such information and do not feel that
 
the public is concerned with hazardous materials issues. In fact, the majority (53%) of
 
LEPCs In our sample reported that they had received no requests, and 88% had received
 
fewer than ten inquiries. Only five organizations claimed to have received fifty or more re­

quests. the average number of requests reported by all LEPCs was 4.5. We asked the
 
chairs to indicate the most common source of requests for Title III Information. Of the 84
 
organizations that had received requests and had records from which to answer the ques­

tion~ 38% identified "'individual citizens" as the most common source of requests. The sec­

ond most commonly identified source was "community groups" with 12% naming them as
 
responsible for the most requests. Environmental groups were identified by 7% while the
 
media were identified by 6%. Smaller percentages identified businesses, government
 
agencies and other groups as the source of the most requests.
 
The small number of requests may be interpreted as showing a lack of public interest.
 
However the pattern of requests suggests that it may be possible to increase the level of
 
interest. First, 57% of the LEPCs said that they were more likely to get requests from citi­

zens (as individuals or as members of community or environmental groups) than from insti­

tutional sources. ~his suggests that the public (as opposed to government, the media, or
 
other institutions) is the main source of requests. There is also reason to believe that citi­

zens can be stimulated to learn more about hazardous materials dangers in their communi­

ties. For example, there is a weak but positive correlation between the number of requests
 
received by LEPCs and whether or not the LEPC had (a) advertised the existence of an office .•.
 
to provide Title III information (r = .16; P< .01); (b) invited the public to attend LEPC meetings
 
(r= .15:~ p < .02): and (c) sent representi3tives to address other organizations (r= .1,3; P< .05).
 
In addition, the number of requests received was positively correlated with the number of
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facilities reporting to the LEPC (r = .20; p < .005). All of this suggests that a more ag,gressive 
effort to inform the public could result in somewhat higher le..rels of public interest in ac­
quiring hazardous materials information. 
Involving the Public in the Title III Planning Process 
We investigated the activities LEPCs had undertaken to involve the public in developing or 
updating the local response plan by asl~ing chairs to tell us how frequently their organization 
had used each of several possible techniques for gaining public input and informing the 
public of LEPC activities. Figure 3 reports their responses. It shows a clear emphasis on 
less proactive approaches to risk communication in that larger percentages of the organ­
izations report having used the first two methods of disseminclting information - methods 
which place the burden of action on others. LEPCs report much less reliance on the next 
three. more outreach-oriented methods. 
Figure 4 indicates the variation by state in the degree to which LEPCs have undertaken more 
active efforts to reach the public. It suggests that the various rrethods of getting information 
out are relatively independent of each other since those states with high percentages of 
LEPCs that have never used any given method generally do nc)t have especially high per­
centages that have never used other .methods. Rhode Island i.s an exception to this since it 
has relatively high percentages of committees that report neVElr using any of the three pro­
active strategies. Orie explanation for this may be the degree to which emergency' 
responders are heavily represented on Rhode·lsland's LEPCs while citizens' groups are less 
represented. Our observations of emergency responders sugg~st that, as a group. they tend 
to focus on the technical side of'response planning and see little value in securing the 
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Figure 3
 
LEPC Efforts to Involve the Public in Response Planning
 
% OF LEPCs DOING IT: MEAN 
ACTIVITY FREQUENTLY NEVER FREQUENCY· 
Invited the media to cover LEPC activities 41% 3% 3.9 
Placed announcements of LEPC meetings 43% 9% 3.8 
Invited public attendance at LEPC mel~tings 25% 24% 2.9 
Sent representatives to other organizations 13% 26% 2.8 
Held pUblic hearings or meetings on 1"itle '" 12% 35% 2.4 
Published the response plan for the public 6% 46% 2.1 
"Measured on a five-point scale in which five corresponds to "frequently" and one to "never". 
opinions of people who have no chemical emergency training. Moreover, responders often 
feel that providing the public with information on dangers can unnecessarily complicate their 
job by creating panic or generating unwarranted requests for action or additional informa­
tlon. If this impression is accurate, it is, reasonable to assume that LEPCs that are more 
heavily influenced by responders will be less aggressive in seeking public input or dissem­
inating risk information. 
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Figure 4 
Fai'ure to Use Proactive Efforts to~n(orm the I)ublic, by State 
% OF LEPCs STATE 
THAT NEVER: AL CA LA MD MO NY Rl UT WA WJ 
Invited public 
to attend LEPC 11% 40% 22% 50% 0% 29% 43% 33% 39% 13%meetings 
Sent represent­
ives to other 21% .0% 28% 25% 38% 29% 43% 17% 36% 22%organizations 
Held public 
hearings or 29% 40% 41% 50% 22% 3% 86% 33% 29% 53%meetings 
We also asked if the LEPCs had developed a "press kit" to distribute to the local media to 
provide them with information for use in covering the Title III planning process and the most 
likely hazardous materials emergencies in their community. Only 4% said they had such a 
kit while 21 % said they were in the process of developing a kit. Three quarters of the LEPCs 
had not taken this step to facilitate risk communication. Moreclver, while there was some 
variation from state-to-state. in no state had more than 8% of tlhe LEPCs developed a press 
kit. 
Most local committees have obviously preferred less aggressivlp approaches to involving the 
public in response planning. It i~ reasonable to deduce from this thaI few citizens are aware 
i _ 
of the Title III process or have taken part in it. This conclusion takes on added importance 
when considered against evidence that most local committees will be cutting back on their 
activity level when their response plan· is approved. We asked how often they met before 
completihg the plan and how often they planned to meet ~fter tlhe plan had been approved. 
Fifty five percent reported that they had met monthly or more orten before submitting the 
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plan. and only 21% said that they had met quarterly or less frequently. However, only 34% 
reported that they planned to meet monthly or more C?ften after the plan was approved, and 
41 % indicated that they would meet quarterly or less often. while 13% said they would meet 
"as needed" after the plan was approved. Only 5% of the committees indicated that th~y 
planned to increase the frequency with which they met. All this suggests a reduced level 
of activity for most LEPCs in the imp0l1ant second stage of local emergency response plan­
ning in which citizens must be informed of the plan's content if they are to cooperate in its 
Implementation. and in which there are more opportunities to improve' the plan or find ways 
to reduce risks through securing citizEm input. 
Mission Definition and Capacities of the LEPCs 
Since their members' perceptions of conditions and definition of the local committees' 
mission will profoundly influence what the LEPCs actually do about risk communication, it is 
Important to examine the aggregated responses of members as indicators of how the LEPCs 
will perform as organizations. Perhaps the most informative question in this regard is our 
initial open-ended question about what the members saw as the most important purpose of 
the LEPC after the response plan has been approved. Almost two-thirds of the respondents 
(64%) gave an answer which had to dlo with maintaining the emergency response plan ­
up-dating it; coordinating it with other plans; identifying hazardous materials facilities; mon­
itoring changing conditions; coordinating ptanning activities of various offices. Only 13% 
referred to educating the public about hazardous materials issues. Another 10% said that 
Informing the public of hazardous materials risks was the LEPC's key purpose. Seven per­
cent gave the general answer of "ensuring public safety," and the remaining me~bers gave 
answers that fell into a wide range of "other" categories. This suggests that the members 
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generally do not see the role of the LEPCs as shifting to a more broadly based public edu~ 
cation function once the plan is' in place. 
When asked what was the single most important problem their organization would face in 
fulfilling this mission, the largest single group (38%) agreed that it was inadequate funding 
or staff support. The next largest group ('12%) cited a lack of public interest in the issue. 
I 
No other single problem was identified by as many as 10% ofthe respondents and only four 
other. items were cited by as many as 5%. They were: lack ()f cooperation from local busi­
nesses, 8%; lac~ of government cooperation, ,6%; technical p1roblems (like a lack of neces­
sary equipment or inadequate communications technology), 6%; and insufficient time to 
work on LEPC tasks, 5%. Apparently LEPC members, as a grpup, do not see any single 
major barrier to achieving their o~jectives, though majorities (:>f some individual LEPCs saw 
funding and staff as the major problem. 
We also asked members to evaluate their committee's capaciRies in several areas using a 
five-point scale in which 5 represented "excellent" and 1 reprE!sented "inadequate". The 
responses are summarized in Figure 5. They provide a picture! of a group of members who 
are highly confident of their organizations' capacity to handle planning·tasks but far less sure 
of their ability to communicate with the public or environmental groups and quite dissatisfied 
with the degree to which they have achieved public visibility or confidence. 
This pattern is also reflected in responses to several question:; that asked members to as­
. sess the likelihood that their LEPC could accomplish each of several goals. Figure 6 sum­
marizes the answers by showing the percent of members that said. that the LEPC had a 
better than 50/50 chance of accomplishing the goal, and the average rating on a five-point 
scale in which 5 represented "very likely" and 1 corresponded to "not likely." While the 
majority were confident of their ability to achieve the more technical risk communication 
goals, less than a majority felt that the LEPC could effectively mach the citizenry or stimulate 
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debate of environmental issues. Clearly LEPC members are aware of their organizations' 
tenuous links to the public. 
Figure 5 
Members' Evaluation of The;r LEPC 
% RATING GOOD AVERAGE 
CHARACTER ISTIC OR EXCELLENT RATING· 
Competent and dedicated members 78% 4.0 
Capacity for communicating with govl3rnment 74% 4.0 
Capacity for communicating with business 67% 3.8 
Information gathering capacity 65% 3.8 
Capacity for analyzing information 62% 3.7 
Relations with the news media 58% 3.6 
Communication with environmental groups 44% 3.4 
Communication with the public 42% 3.3 
Public confidence in ability to protect 
the community's interests 32% 3.2 
Public visibility 23% 2.8 
·On a five-point scale in which 5 represents "excellent" and 1 represents "poor." 
. ~ 
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Figure 6 
Members' Assessment of the Likelihood of Accomplishing Goals 
PERCENT SAYING AVERAGE 
GOAL BEITER THAN 50/SO ASSESSMENT-
Respond effectively to requests for information ~r6% 4.0 
Improve community understanding of risk information !52% 3.6 
Inform citizens of the plan's provisions .~O% 3.3 
'-,: 
'0 
Stimulate discussion of environmental issues ~~3% 3.1
 
Secure adequate citizen input for updating plan ~~4% 3.1
 
-On a five-point scale where 5 represents "very likely" and 1 mpresents "not likely." 
These linkages were explored further when we asked the members to tell us how they per­
, , 
ceived the cooperation their committee received from local bu:;inesses. This cooperation 
can be crucial to obtaining the information needed to develop an effective plan. Fifty four 
percent of respondents said that their LEPC received good to excellent cooperation from 10­
cal businesses handling hazardous materials materials. ~owe\{er, there was significant 
variation among the states. The following data show that the proportion of California's LEPC 
members who described business cooperation as "excellent" was dramatically lower than 
the proportion in other states. This may reflect the fact that California's LEPCs are organized 
on a regional basis which makes it difficult for them to develop a working relationship with 
locally-based firms. By contrast. Louisiana is the state in which the largest number of LEPC 
members rate business cooperation as "excellent". This is consistent with the close re­
fationships between business and the LEPCs which we observEld in our case study in 
Louisiana. Businesses in that state have been eager to beco~e involved in the Title III 
process as a means of influencifJg it. 
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Percentage of Members Who See the Cooperation Received from Local Firms 
as Excellent in: 
AL CA LA MD MO NY RI UT WA WI 
18% 3% 30% 13% 20% 29% 25% 12% 16% 13% 
Relations with Environmentalists and the Media 
Two groups of actors who can be a great help to the LEPCs in reaching the public or can 
create problems for the local committees are local environmental organizations and the 
media. Accordingly, we sought to assess the relationships between LEPCs and these 
groups with a series of questions to the members. First, we asked the LEPC members to 
assess the level of activity by local environmental organizations. Forty one percent de­
scribed these groups as relatively inactive while 38% saw them as moderately active and 
21 % said they were relatively active. When asked to rate the frequency of contacts with 
environmental groups on a five-point scale, only 14% of the LEPC members said that their 
committee had relatively frequent contact with such organizations while 57% described 
contacts as relatively infrequent. In assessing the character of interactions with environ­
mental groups, 35% of LEPC members described these contacts as closer to cooperation 
than confrontation while 13% said that the contacts were more nearly confrontational than 
cooperative, and the majority rated contacts as neutral in character. 
Figure 7 shows that there was significant variation among the states in this regard. Perhaps 
the most obvious point in this figure is the fact that California LEPCs seem to have poor re­
lations with environmental groups. While California members were most likely to rate local 
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groups as "active" (as one might expect from a knowledge of the politics of the state), they 
were least likely to say that their LEPC had frequent contact with these groups or to say that 
the contacts were cooperative. Given the strong representation of public interest members 
on California's LEPCs which we report in Figure 11 below, WH can only speculate that the 
regional organization of California's LEPCs makes it difficult flOr working relationships to de­
velop. By contrast, Louisiana's members do not see environmentals as especially active. 
but are the most likely to describe LEPC contacts with environmental groups as both fre­
quent and cooperative. 
Figure 7
 
Members' Assessment of Contact with Enviro",mental Groups
 
% OF MEMBERS STATE
 
DESCRIBING: AL CA LA
 MD MO NY ! RI UT WA WI 
Local environ. 
groups as 19% 33% 20% 28% 4% 30%:
, 
32% 15% 31% 9% 
active· 
Contacts with 
environ. gps. 19% 3% 24% 8% 4% 16% 11% 12% 7% 12% 
as frequent·· 
Contacts with 
environ gps. as 34% 23% 45% 44% 26% 39% I 33% 33% 30% 32% 
cooperative·· * 
Responses 4 and' 5 on a five-point scale where 5 represents "very active". 
Responses 4 and 5 on a five-point scale where 5 represents "frequent contact". 
••• Responses 4 and 5 on a five-point scale where 5 represents "g:,nerally cooperative". 
The LEPCs and local environmental organizations pote"tially share a variety of interests in 
informing the public about environmental issues and could be ~'natural allies", However, the 
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responses of LEPC members to our survey suggest that, in most cases, these two groups 
have not yet developed a strong relationship.. Environmentalists probably have not yet 
"discovered" the LEPCs and the local committees have apparently made few if any efforts to 
work with these groups to gather or disseminate in.formation. 
There is some evidence that aggressively pursuing contacts between environmental groups 
and the L~PCs might be beneficial to both parties. In the first place, LEPC members who 
describe contact as more frequent are more likely to describe those contacts as cooperative 
rather than confrontational (r = .51; P< .0001), and those who see contacts as more frequent 
are also more likely to say that they view local environmental activists as representative of 
the general public in their community (r=21; p<.0001). This suggests that more frequent 
contact might produce better working relationships, give the LEPCs an additional link to the 
public, and provide environmental groups with access to information and resources avail­
able to the LEPCs. 
As an additional effort to assess member perception of their organization's external re­
lations, we asked them to rate the amount and quality of coverage that the LEPC receives 
from television, radio, and newspapers in their jurisdiction. The responses are summarized 
in Figure 8. Majorities rated all three types of coverage as insufficient and substantial per­
centages evaluated the quality of the coverage as less than adequate. Members were most 
critical of television coverage and least critical of newspapers. Apparently, most LEPC 
•	 members feel that their organization's work is not given the attention that it deserves from 
the media. If they are com~ct, this fact could partially explain the low level of citizen interest 
in learning about hazardous materials issues suggested by the small number of requests for 
Title III information reported by the LEPC chairs. 
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Figure 8 
Members' Views of Media Coverage of LEPC Affairs 
PERCENT OF MEMBERS WHO: 
RATE AMOUNT OF COVERAGE RATE QUALITY OF COVERAGETYPE OF MEDIA AS LESS THAN "ENOUGH"" AS LESS THAN ..FAIR..•• 
Newspaper 59% 33%
 
Radid
 67% 45% 
Television' 81% 58% 
Based on .a five-point scale in which 1 represented "too little," 3 represented "enough,"and 5 represented "too much".
Based on a five-point scale in which 1 represented "poor," ;3 represented "fair," and 5represented "good". 
I 
LEPC members in different states differ considerably in their as:sessment of media coverage. 
Figure 9 shows this by comparing their ratings of the quality arid quantity of coverage of the 
LEPC. To simplify presentation, we averaged the percentages rating the three media re­
ferred to in Figure 8 to create an overall media rating. Alabami3 and Louisiana stand out in 
Figure 9 for having the least dissatisfied LEPC members while California and Rhode Island's 
members were by far the most dissatisfied with the amount and quality of coverage. 
Alabama and Louisiana's position may be explained by the fact that they contain so many 
small towns in which media personnel are personally known to the LEPC members and in 
which local media are often hungry for stories of loc!,!/ interest to cover. We can speculate 
that California's situation reflects the regional organization of the LEPCs in that this removal 
of the committees from the local level discourages local media from considering its actions
-
. 
as part of "their" beat. We cannot explain Rhode Island's situation from what we know about 
the state, but it may reflect the failure of LEPCs composed so hl~avily of emergency 
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responders to effectively encourage press coverage or a general tendency for responders 
to see the press as hostile. 
Figure 9 
Members' Views of Media Coverage of LEPC Affairs by State 
% OF M~MBERS 
SAYING MEDIA STATE 
COVERAGE IS: AL CA LA MD MO NY RI UT WA WI 
Less than
 
"enough'" 60% 92% 62% 74% 72% 75% 82% 63% 74% 66%
 
Less than
 
"fair"" 36% 64% 37% 51 % 48% 49% 67% 51 % 50% 44%
 
Based on a five-point scale in which 1 represented "too little", 3 represented "enough" 
and 5 represented "too much" coverage from each of three major media. 
•• Based on a five-point scale in which 1 represented "poor", 3 represented "fair" and 5 re­
presented "good" quality of coverage from each of three major media. 
Characteristics and Orientations of LEPC Members 
Since the views of their members will profoundly influence the functioning of the LEPCs it is 
important to examine member opinions. attitudes, and role definitions. We begin by looki,ng ". 
at their backgrounds and move on to examine their perceptions and orientations toward the 
tasks of the LEPC. 
",... 
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Who are the LEPC Members and Whom do they RepresE~nt?. 
SARA Title "' mandates that the LEPCs be drawn from several constituent groups in order 
to provide broad-based representation of the community on the committees and in the hope 
of improving risk communication by ensuring that the commit1'ees have strong links to the 
community. If LEPC members are sufficiently diverse, there is a greater chance thafthe plan 
will reflect community concerns and that there will exist a bet1:er set of "built~in" communi­
cation lines through which information about the plan can be disseminated to the commu­
nity. How well have these goals been realized? 
Responses from the 1,468 LEPC members who completed our questionnaire indicate that the 
average member had served on the LEPC for one year, that committee members are 86% 
male, and that 64% of members are between the ages of 30 and 50. Eighty thre~ percent 
o(them had attended college, 56% had a college degree and ~l2% had graduate education. 
Fifty seven percent described their work as being in the public sector (government) while 
36% were employed in the private sector (business) and the rE~mainder worked in the vol­
unteer sector for organizations like the American Red Cross, charity hospitals, etc. Occu­
pationally, 26% were in fields that qualified them as emergency respc,)Oders (law 
enforcement, fire protection, rescue squad. etc.), 24% were business managers or owners, 
13% public administrators, 2% elected officials. 9% were in thl3 health care field, and 3% 
'worked in the media. A wide range of other occupations are also represented in smaller 
numbers. This profile suggests that LEPC members are a divetse group in some r~spects, 
but it also indicates that they are not a cross section of the genleral public of their commu­
.. 
nities. They are far more likely to be male, well educated, professional, and affiliated with 
government and emergency response organizations than the "clverage citizen". 
Their nominal backgrounds, however, are only a crude indicator of the perspectives and in­
terests they represent in their actions on the LEPC. We asked the members to tell us if they 
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felt that they had been appointed to the local committee because of their affiliation with any 
of several groups. Figure 10 summarizes their responses by reducing the groups to five 
categories. "Watchdog groups" includE! those that may be expected to define the interests 
of the community differently than government and business groups - environmentals, com­
munity organizations and the media. Only 2% of our respondents saw their membership on 
the LEPC as a product of affiliation with an environmental group while less than 4% saw 
themselves as representatives of the media and less than 4% identified with community or­
ganizations. The "independent" group, who did not feel that their appointment was asscci­
ated with membership in any of the types of groups we listed for them. came primarily from 
business and government and add very little to the total number of actual "watchdog" 
members. 
Figure 10 
Group Afflfiations of LEPC Members· 
GROUP % OF ALL MEMBERS % OF CHAIRS ONLY 
Emergency responders 29% 16% 
Government officials 29% 46% 
Business and industry 21% 16% 
"Watchdog" groups 10% 6% 
, . 
Independents 12% 14% 
-Based on members' assessment of the reason for their appointment. 
• I '. I II II. II 1'1 
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Examining the response of LEPC chairs alone to this question shows that chairs are even 
less likely to have been appointed because of their affiliation vyith a "watchdog" group while 
almost half identified their affiliation with government as the source of their appointment. 
Again, aggregate analysis of members' responses conceals a Igood deal of variation among 
the states. Figure 11 compares representatiqn of the five groups described above among 
each states' LEPC members. With one exception, it lists the states in order of the percent 
of members who represent emergency responders. The states are then grouped to reflect 
the four patterns of membership distribution that are evident. I 
The first pattern is one in which the largest single group of LEFIC members are emergency 
responders and the second largest group is from business and industry. Rhode Is'land is the 
clearest example of this type, as almost half (49%) of that state1's LEPC members who re­
sponded to our study were responders. At the same time. Rholde Island has a lower per­
centage of both government officials and watchdog members on their LEPCs than any other 
state in our sample. Missouri approximates this model of orgalnization with a relatively high 
number of emergency responders (39%) and the second lowest percentages of both gov­
ernment officials and watchdog groups in the sample. The state of Washington provides a 
third example of this pattern. Alabama and Louisiana present CI second pattern by dividing 
the bulk of their LEPC positions between responders and gover.nment officials. 
The next four states in the list divide the majority of their seats between responders and 
government officials, but give government officials the larger number of positions. California 
stands out in this group, in that it has the highest percentage 01' watchdog group members 
(22%) while having the second highest proportion of public offi<:ials (44%) and the lowest 
representation of business and industry of any state in the sample. This "pUblic interest" 
mod~' ;of organization probably reflects the degree to which the' "environmental movement" 
is mobilized and the environment is regarded as a valid politicail issue in California. 
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Fig.ure 11 
Group AfflliaUons of LEPC Members, By State* 
STATE 
EMERGENCY 
RESPONDERS 
GOVT. 
OFFICIALS 
BUSINESS! 
INDUSTRY 
WATCHDOG 
GROUPS 
INDEPEN­
DENTS 
RI· 49% 7% 19% 4% 19% 
WA 41% 22% 26% 8% 3% 
MO 39% 17% 24% 5% 12% 
AL 34% 22% 18% 8% 17% 
LA 30% 30% 21% 7% 13% 
NY 25% 30% 25% 10% 10% 
CA 25% 44% 6% . 22% 3% 
WI 23% 33% 20% 13% 12% 
MD 19% 47% 18% 6% 8% 
UT 20% 36% 32% 8% 4% 
-Based on members' assessments of the reason for their appointment. 
, 
Wisconsin is also noteworthy in this group for having the most nearly balanced represen­
tation of the five groups on its LEPCs. This may be a reflection of the state's progressive 
traditions. 
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Utah presents a fourth pattern, in that it has the highest reprelSentati9n of business and in­
dustry and the second lowest representation of emergency relSponders of any of the ten 
states. One might h.ave predicted this reliance on business and government personnel from 
knowledge of the active role that business tends to play in Utah politics. 
HowClo LEPC Members Define Their Mission? 
Answers to the open-ended question about the major purpose of the .lEPC reported above 
suggest that members see the technical sufficiency of the response plan as the main focus 
of their organizations. They show little sign of moving to a more active role in risk commu­
nication in the wake of having their plans accepted by their states. This impression ;s rein­
forced by their responses to our question about how much timE! they devote to each of 
several tasks in an average mO'lfh. Figure 12 presents the pattE~rns. Members report giving 
significantly less time to outreach efforts (informing the public of hazardous materials issues 
and seeking public input) than to more narrowly focused plannihg and' capacity bUilding ac­
tivities. One explanation of this may be that LEPC members··se(~ outreach as important, but 
view it primarily as the responsibility of the committee chair. E:(amining the time allocation 
of chairs separately, however, suggests that the chairs do not Sl3e it this way. LEPC chairs 
report giving more til"fle to all tasks than other members, but thE!y also devote significantly 
less time to outreach than to other functions. 
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Figure 12 
LEPC Members' Allocation of Time 
AVERAGE HOURS PER MONTH ALLOCATED BY: 
ACTIVITY ALL MEMBERS* CHAIRS ONLY 
Studying hazardous materials issues 4.9 4.5 
Gathering information 2.7 3.5 
Attending LEPC meetings 2.5 3.4 
Hazmat response training 2.0 2.8 
Evaluating information 1.7 3.4 
Informing the public .7 .9 
Seeking public input for the planning process .6 1.1 
*Including the LEPC chairs. 
This pattern of time allocations stands in stark contrast to the members' answers to our 
question about the value of public input in evaluating and updating the response plan. Forty 
seven percent indicated that such inpu~ was "very important" while 43% rated it as "some­
what important" and only 9% labeled it as Hnot very important". Perhaps members were 
only giving what they considered to be the "politically correct" answer to this question and 
do not actually see citizen participation as crucial. However. it is also possible that mem­
bers do value citizen input but do not know how to go about securing it in practice. 
Interestingly, LEPC chairs were less likely to say that citizen input was valuable to the plan­
ning process. Only 38% rated it as "very important" while 48% said it was "somewhat im­
portant" and 14% said that citizen involvement was "not very important". Given the crucial 
role of LEPC chairs in directing the committees' activities and setting the tone of their work, 
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this relatively low commitment to citizen participation on the part of the committees' leaders 
. , 
may explain why so little effort goes into seeking citizen input. 
• i 
A state-by-state analysis reveals little geographic variation in 'time allocation. In no state do 
members report spending an average of more than one hour a month on seeking public in­
put. Rhode Island is tied with Missouri for the lowest average at .2 of an hour .per member, 
per mont/:l. This is noteworthy since these two states are simiilar in that they have a heavy 
representation of emergency responders on their LEPCs and the fewest watchdog and piJblic 
official members. By contrast, California and Maryland are distinctive for their reliance on 
government officials and significant representation of watcl)dolJ groups. However, they do 
not stand out in their efforts to seek public involvement. In faclt, it is in Alabama that we find 
the highest percentage of members (65%) saying that citizen i:nvolvement in the planning 
process is "very important", and the largest amount of members' time allocated to both 
, . 
, 
seeking public input (.9 hrs.) and informing the public (1.1 hrs.) each month. Nothing in the 
group affiliations of Alabam~'s LEPC members reported in Figur:e 11 suggests an explanation 
of this interest in citizen involvement. Since Alabama divides the state into more Title III 
planning districts than most. its LEPCs function at a very local I,eve/. As a result, we can 
speculate that committee members may feel a stronger personcll responsibility for the safety 
of their districts than in states with larger jurisdictions for the LEPCs. This line of reasoning 
is consistent with our earlier observation that Alabama is a state in which a fairly high pro­
portion of members saw public education as a major future goal for their LEPC. Moreover, 
Louisiana is very similar to Alabama in organizing its LEPCs at a very local level, and it is 
the state in which we find the second highest allocation of members' time to informing the 
public and seeking public input. 
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How do the Members Perceive Ri:sk Communication? 
The effectiveness with. which the LEPCs communicate hazardous materials dangers to the 
public will be heavily influenced by how the members understand the process of risk com­
munication. Accordingly; we asked a series of questions that explored their perceptions in 
this area. First, we asked what the members thought was the most effective means for the 
LEPC to use in getting nonemergencYf information to the public. A solid majority (61%) said 
they would rely on newspapers for this task. Eighteen percent would turn to television, 15% 
to radio, and 5% to other media. The preference for newspapers may reflect an awareness 
of the ability of this medium to communicate detailed information in a nonsensationalist 
manner. However, this depth of newspaper coverage comes at the expense of breath and 
speed of coverage. If the LEPCs are to reach large numbers of the public quickly with basic 
Information, they will need to rely on broadcast ·media to a greater extent than the members 
seem to realize. 
We next asked members to rate the importanc~ of including certain types of information in 
news stories about nonemergency hazardous materials situations. The responses reported 
In Figure 13 indicate that LEPC members have a clear preference for communications that 
focus on the more immediate and technical aspects of a situation and are less interested in 
seeing background issues addressed. The problem with this approach is that it reduces the 
possibility of a proactive stance toward hazardous materials dangers in which the commu­
-
nity debates the conditions leading t() a risk and may choose to take actions to ret!uce the 
risk rather than just planning to react to an emergency when it arises. 
......
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Figure 13 
Members' Evaluation of the Priority to be, Given to 
Possible Content of Nonemergency Hazardous MatElria/s News Coverage 
MEAN PRIORITY % MEMBERSSUBJECT RATING* RATING "HIGH" 
J 
Possible health effects of an accident 4.3 48% 
Provisions of response plan 4.2 43% 
likelihood of an accident 3.8 31%
 
Statements of public officials
 3.8 27% 
Possible causes of an accident 3.7 23% 
Statements fr.om the business involved 3.6 20% 
Statements of environmental groups 3.2 13% 
Political controversy about the hazardous situation 2.7 11% 
*Based on a five-point scale in which 5 represents "high" and 1 represents "Iow." 
How Do LEPC Members See Environmental Issues in The:ir Communities? 
LEPC members' attitudes toward risk communication may be heavily influenced by their 
perceptions of both how much public interest there is in environmental issues and how re­
sponsible environmental groups in the area are. Perceptions eif public interest in environ­
mental issues may be a double edged sword. Low levels of pU'blic interest may be viewed 
as an excuse for inactivity in the area of risk communication. However. perceived low levels 
of public interest couid be used to justify e)ctraordinary efforts to inform and educate the 
public and may actually facilitate outreach by leading meml;>ers:to believe that sharing in-
fo.rmation with the community will not bring unwanted political controversy. Similarly, jf en­
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vlronmental groups are perceived as resporlsible and representative. members shouid be 
more willing to include concerned citizens in the planning process. 
When asked how important an Issue environmental concern was in their community, 34% 
of our respondents said it was a "major issue"', 39% said that it was an "'important issue'" and 
27% labeled It as a "'minor issue"'. We also asked if members regarded "'those who are most 
vocal In t~elr concern about environmEmtal issues" in their community as an unrepresen­
tative minority or a cross section of thE~ public. The members were evenly divided in this, 
with 50% giving each answer. At the state level, the maximum proportion of LEPC members 
saying that environmental groups are a crossection of the public is 54% in Utah and the 
minimum level of confidence in environmentalists is found in Missouri with 360/0 seeing them 
as representative. Finally, we asked me'mbers to gauge the accuracy of their own percep­
tions of the content and level of public environmental concern and activism. In response, 
37% expressed relatively high confidence in the accuracy of their perceptions; 43% ex­
pressed moderate confidence and 21 % expressed relatively low confidence, indicating that 
LEPC members feel relatively well-connected to environmental issues in their communities. 
These results present a picture of a group of people who are very diverse in their views of 
environmental issues but are by no means overpowered by the sense that they are entrusted 
with responsibility for an issue that dominates their community, nor are they overly con­
cerned about opposition or interference from a highly active and irresponsible environ­
mental movement. In this regard, it is instructive to note that Rhode Island is both the state 
in which the largest proportion of LEPC members see the environment as a major issue for 
the public and the state in which members are least satisfied with press coverage and most 
reluctant to actively involve the public in the planning process. 
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Divisions Within the LEPCs 
What difference does it make that different groups are represented on the LEPCs? Do dif­
ferent groups bring different perspectives to LEPC issues? AI~e they likely to vote differently 
if issues are put to a vote in the organization? We addressed these questions by comparing 
I 
the responses of the five groups identified in our earlier discu~;sion of representation. Figure 
14 shows. how each of the groups responded to a number of the questions examined above. 
The important point to note about the table is that the groups generally differ very little in 
their perceptions and judgements on thesE~ issues. Each of thE: figures.presented in the table 
. . 
is drawn from a larger analysis in which no consistent pattern of statistically significant dif­
ferences was found among the five groups' answers to these ctuestions. Especially signif­
icant is the fact that the "'watchdog" group generally does not stand out from the other 
groups in its responses to any of the.questions in our study. INhere there are differences. 
the responses of the watchdog group members are often maq~inally more optimistic and 
less critical than the responses of the other groups. (An exception to this is found in the fact 
that watchdog members are less likely to feel that the public has confidence in the LEPC's 
I 
ability to protect its interest.) 
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Figure 14 
Attitudes and Perceptiorrs of Different Groups of LEPC Members 
MEMBERSHIP GROUP 
Yo OF GROUP WHICH: ,RESPONDERS BUSINESS GOVERNMENT WA TCHDOG INDEPENDENTS 
Rates communication with 
govt. as excellent 26% 23% 35% 32% 31% 
Rates communication with 
the pU~lic as excellent 11% 7% 11% 10% 14% 
Rates communication with 
environ. gps. as excellent 10% 8% 10% 14% 16% 
Rates relations with 
the media as excellent 22% 15~~ 25% 38% 17% 
Rates cooperation from 
business as excellent 16% 25% 20% 18% 20% 
Sees contact with environ. 
gps. as cooperative 11% 10% 11% 13% - 11% 
Sees LEPCs public 
visibility as good 21% 21% 21% 25% 28% 
Sees public confidence 
in LEPC as good 31% 26% 31% 22% 36% 
Rates citizen input to 
planning as important 52% 38% 44% 49% 55% 
Describes local environ­
mental concern as high 32% 33% 40% 37% 34% 
Sees local environmental­
ists as representative of 46% 41% 53% 51% 45% 
the public 
This generally high level of agreement among LEPC members from different groups may be 
viewed as a sign of effective groups who-waste little time in building consensus and can get 
things done. However, it may also be viewed as a symptom of a flawed selection process 
in which only those members of watchdog groups who will not make waves are recruited for 
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the local planning committees. Selecting watchdog member:; by this criterion may have fa­
cilitated assembling the response plans on time, but it is quite inappropriate for LEPCs that 
are seeking to enter a more proactive stage of risk communication. Having less critical 
watchdog members may prevent the committees from develc,ping the public credibility they 
will need to get citizens' full cooperation during an emergency, and understanding after­
wards. It may also prevent consideration within the LEPC of public disclosur~s which could 
result in open debate of environmental risks that may product:! decisions to reduce those 
risks rather than simply respond to disasters. 
LEPC Members' Use of Training Materials 
What training materials have LEPC members used and what dp they feel they need to-do 
their job? Figure 15 shows the reported use of selected publications and Figure 16 indicates 
how likely it was that members would use different types of prospective training and re­
source materials if they were available. 
Figure 15 indicates that only NRT-1 has received wide circulatil:>n among the LEPC members 
I 
who responded to our survey. But it also shows that memben; who receive useful publica­
tions are very likely to read them since there is little difference between the percentage who 
reported receiving materials and the percentage who claim to have read them. 
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Figure 15
 
LEPC Members' Use of Selected Publications
 
% OF ALL MEMBERS WHO HAVE: 
PUBLICATION RECEIVED IT READ IT 
Hazardous Materials Planning Guide (NRT-1) 73% 73% 
Tech. Guidance for Hazards Analysis (EPA) 44% 43% 
It's Not Over in October (EPA) 36% 36% 
Explaining Environmental Risk (EPA) 18% 21%* 
Tech. Assist. Bulletin #4 (EPA) 13% 10% 
*Perhaps members read others' copies. 
In Figure 16 the items are listed in the order of the average interest score given to them by 
members. This ranking shows no clear preference for any given type of aids since technical 
and risk communication materials are interspersed in the ordered list. It is noteworthy that 
the four items on the list involving risk communication rather than technical aspects of 
planning ranked second, fourth, fifth and s'ixth out of 12 in members' expressions of interest. 
This suggests that the members are both aware of their limited knowtedge of how to com­
municate with the public and open to learning more about this task. However, it is also 
worth noting that less than half of the members said they were likely or very likely to use 
materials directed at nonemergency risk communication or managing community right-to­
know information. even though these were areas in which they had earlier Indicated they felt 
least competent. 
The responses shown in Figure 16 should be interpreted 'in light of the wording of our 
question. We asked members to evaluate potential materials as if only a few could be 
produced due to scarcity of resources. The answers. the,n. should reflect the relative. rather 
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than the absolute, importance of materials. This means that IT!embers may use most or all 
of the materials mentioned if they are actually provided, but see the first few as deserving 
a higher priority. 
Figure 16 
Likelihood That Members Would Use Prospecflive Materials 
SUBJECT OF MATERIAL 
AVERAGE 
RATING­
% SAYING 
VERY LIKELY 
TO USE 
% SAYING 
LIKELY 
TO USE 
;.. 
" 
Catalog of hazardous materials planning resources 
Emergency risk communication with the public 
Evacuation and in-place sheltering information 
How to use planning process to prevent accidents 
How to manage right-to-know information 
Nonemergency risk communication with the public 
Coordinating spill prevention with the plan 
Building DOT route planning into the plan 
Coordinating OSHA requirements with response plan 
Coordinating fed. facilities planning with the plan 
Coordinating nuclear plant plans with the plan 
Coordinating earthquake planning with the plan 
3.9 
3.8 
3.7 
3.7 
3.4 
3.4 
3.4 
3.1 
2.9 
2.3 
2.1 
2.0 
-
38% 
35% 
31% 
33% 
23% 
20% 
22% 
18% 
13% 
6% 
.8% 
7% 
28% 
28% 
28% 
29% 
22% 
24% 
27% 
21% 
20% 
12% 
10% 
7% 
c­
·On a five-point scale in which 5 represents "very likely" and 1 rFlpresents "not likely" to use. 
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CJ~SE STUDIES 
INTRODUCTION 
We sought to identify and examine risk communication activities being undertaken by inno­
vative LEPCs and other community-based organizations through a series of case studies. 
The objective was to gather information and suggestions that other communities could use 
when formulating th~ir risk communication programs. We intend that the results of the case 
studies be interpreted in conjunction with the results of the more broadly-based information 
generated by the survey ofLEPCs and their members. 
METHODOLOGY 
Ca:;e Study Selection 
• 
In keeping with the objective of the case studies. the communities were not selected ran­
domly, but on the basis of preliminary information that the LEPC or some other organization 
in the community was engaged in innovative risk communication activity. An important 
source of information for selecting the case studies were the EPA regional offices and the 
SERCs. Before the distribution of the questionnaire to LEPCs. the investigatoJs contacted 
the EPA regional offices and SERCs for each of the ten states in which the questionnaires 
were to be distributed. This contact was made to inform these offices of the forthcoming 
mailing to all of the LEPCs in each of these states. but also to ask whether our contacts at 
these offices were aware of any LEPCs or other community~basedorganizations that were 
engaged in risk communication directed to the general public" We also spoke with a number 
of people outside government, '~ncluding members of citizens' groups. 
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During the course of these conversations we obtained very fE!W suggestions, although we 
had the opportunity to discuss our interest with many person.s intimately familiar with activ­
•	 i ities in their area. Our contacts were not certain of the reasops for the apparent lack of risk 
communication activity, but possible reasons they mentioned included lack of financial re­
sources, a focus by many LEPCs upon the technical aspects of hazards analysis and emer­
gency preparedness, a lack of familiarity with risk communic21tion techniques, and widely 
varyi,ng attitudes regarding the degree to which LEPCs should actively reach out to their 
community (as compared to being a passive repository of hazardous materials information}. 
Following our discussions with the EPA regional offices, SERes, and others, 'we contacted 
the	 organizations that had been suggested to us. In several instances the chair told us that 
the LEPC was not involved in anY significant risk communication efforts. In those instances 
where our preliminary information regarding risk communication activity proved to be accu­
rate.	 we requested permission to meet with the key players in ~he formulation and execution 
of the risk communication programs so that we could learn the ,details regarding their efforts. 
As a result of these discussions. arrangements were made to 'conduct full-fledged case 
studies	 in the following locations: 
•	 St. James Parish, Louisiana (population about 25,000; a hei~!Vily industrialized rural area 
with 19 large facilities reporting to the LEPC): 
•	 EI Paso County, Colorado (population just under 400,000; a rural county incorporating a 
mid-sized city);2 and 
Note that we had to resort to a case study location outside the ten states In which our survey was 
conducted. owing to the extreme difficulty of identifying suitable communities within these ten $tates. 
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•	 Contra Costa County, California (pc,pulation about 750,000; a largely urbanized county 
incorporating several cities). 
In each of these states, we were also able to develop subsidiary case studies involving other 
LEPCs or community organizations, specifically the St. Charles Parish LEPC in Louisiana, the 
City of Colorado Springs LEPC, the Barron Park Association (a community group) in Palo 
Alto, California, and Citizens for a Better Environment (an environmental group) in San 
Francisco. In the case of Colorado, the interests and activities of the county and city LEPCs 
overlapped to the'point where they were ultimately treated as a single case study. 
":ie/d Research 
During April and May, 1989, we visited each of the case study communities. Two team 
members went to each of the three primary communities, and stayed for two-and-a-half days 
In each community. Before these visits, we made arrangements to meet with the organizers 
of the risk communication efforts. as well as with some key opinion mediators in the com­
munity and others who were in a position to be familiar with the nature of the community and 
its concerns with regard to hazardous materials. 
We conducted in depth interviews of ai total of 30 persons, including three who were inter­
viewed by telephone. The purposes of these discussions were: (1) to obtain detailed 'infor­
mation regarding the risk communication programs (along with copies of any materials that 
had been distributed), (2) to solicit the comments and suggestions of the risk communicators 
based upon their experiences, (3) to become familiar generally with the communities in 
, . 
which the risk communication efforts were carried out, and (4) to obtain the names and ad­
dresses of a sample of opinion leaders in each community, to whom the case study ques­
tionnaire could be distributed. 
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Case Stucfy Questionnaire 
A written questionnaire was· distributed by mail in each of the case study communities fol­
lowing the research team's visit. The purpose of the questionnaire was to provide informa­
tion about risk communication issues such as the level of con(~ern in the communities
• 
regarding hazardous materials, the level of awareness regarding the hazardou.s materials 
emergency plans, and the sources that residents relied on for information on hazardous 
materials. 
The questionnaires were sent to a group of opinion mediators culled from lists of local poli­
tical officeholders and members of community service groups, neighborhood organizations, 
• I 
-a environmental groups, parent-teacher organizations, health orgianizations, and the business 
I 
community. Opinion mediators were selected as recipients of the questionnaire because it 
could reasonably be expected that information regarding many: of the issues addressed has 
not yet been widely circulated among the general public. Moreover, we reasoned that since 
these persons could playa vital role in distributing hazardous ':naterials information to the 
community their level of knowledge was of interest in itself. 
A total of 221 questionnaires were mai.led; this was a large enough sample to provide 
worthwhile information, while staying within the budgetary coositraints for this phase of the 
project. In order to encourage response, a follow-up mailing Wi3S sent to non-respondents 
approximately one month after the original mailing. A copy of the case study questionnaire 
(which was essentially the same for each community, although ~ith a different cover) is in-
eluded in Appendix B. 
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FINDINGS & DISCUSSiON 
Given the purpose and nature of these case studies, it is neither appropriate nor possible to 
assess in a definitive way the effectiveness of the particular risk communication activities 
carried out in each of the case study communities. We can, however, describe these risk 
communication efforts, including comments regarding some of the factors that the 
organizers had to consider, and some of the difficulties they encountered. We can also 
summarize points made during our Intl:!rviews that may be of interest to risk communicators 
In other communities. Finally, we can present a summary of the responses to the case study 
questionnaires. Although these were distributed to a relatively small number of persons, the 
responses to rna", .,f the questions an:! so consistent that there is little reason tei believe 
that a larger sample would have pr~duced different conclusions. Our findings arguably shed 
some light on the current situation in these communities, and - perhaps most important for 
the future - help us to identify the sources to which citizens may turn for hazardous materials 
risk Information. 
Risk Communication Activities 
The risk communication activities discL1ssed below were carried out by LEPCs, local public 
agencies (such as the health department and the department of emergency preparedness), 
citizen groups, environmental groups, clnd industry. In most instances the local public 
agencies worked in collaboration with the LEPC; this is frequently the case because the 
LEPCs themselves do not generally have an operating budget or paid staff, and therefore 
often rely on other organizations to execut~ - or assist with the execution of - risk commu­
nication efforts. Citizen groups concerned with hazardous materials issues, as well as in­
dustry representatives, also conducted some of the activities described below; these e~forts, 
too, were sometimes carried out in collaboration with the LEPC. Since we are interested 
primarily in the tecf?niques used, rather than the organizations involved, most of .these ac­
tivities are described without regard for whether they were carried out by an LEPC in its own 
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We will note at the outset that very little of what'we saw in th(~ case studies qualifies as risk· 
communication in a strict sense. The information communicaited tended to focus on matters 
such as the existence of the emergency response plan, the procedure's for obtaining infor­
mation, and what to do in an emergency. Topics such. as the nature of the risks faced and 
the probability of harm were not commonly addressed. Given ~hat we chose to examine . 
communities where special communication efforts were being made, we may re~sonabry 
assume that even less risk communication is being undertaken in most other communities. 
'" PUblications, Press Releases, and Videotapes 
.. These types of materials prepared for distribution in the case .,tudy cqmmunities may be 
grouped into two broad categories: those providing generallnfqrmation regarding hazardous 
I 
materials issues and emergency response, and those focused on the particular community. 
LEPCs and other organizations interested in circulating the more general information have 
used materials prepared by the EPA and the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA). In some cases the materials have been made 'available to the public in a public 
office or library, while in other cases they have been distributed .at public meetings, speaking 
engagements, or by mailing to selected audiences. Some comrrunities distributed materials 
as· originally produced; other communities adapted them Jor local use. In Colorado, the EI 
Paso County LEPC collaborated with the county's Disaster" Services Office to adapt a vide-
I 
otape prepared by FEMA, and broadcast it a number of times as part of a local cable teJe­
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vision station's public service program. They also made copies of pamphlets and brochures 
prepared by the EPA. sometimes with colorfu~ cover sheets to attract attention. 
Efforts also have been made to communicate community-specific Information through publi­
catl?ns, and this has been handled in a variety of ways. Press releases about the existence 
and activities of the LEPC have sometimes been prepared as a starting point. Although this 
Is not risk information per se, it may playa role in establishing the LEPC as a credible source 
of risk information. Two points mentioned with regard to press releases during these case 
studies are that (1) information about the activities of the LEPC is often not regarded as 
newsworthy, and (2) detailed press releases should be accompanied by a summary. espe­
cially in those areas where the reporters are not likely to be environmental specialists. 
Reports, brochures, pamphlets, and videotapes with a local focus have also been produced 
by LEPCs and other organizations. Th,e St. James Parish LEPC, in cooperation with the 
parish's Department of Emergency Preparedness, distributed a brochure to every home in 
the Parish, outlining the nature of the E~mergency response plans, and defining basic emer­
gency response terms such as "shelter in place." In cooperation with local industry, the 
LEPC ,also produced a videotape about local industry, and a series of one-page descriptions 
of each of the 19 industrial facilities in the Parish. 
Public Presentations and Forums 
An approach commonly mentioned during the case studies was to make presentations to 
other organizations. such as local service clubs and neighborhood groups. This was gen­
". 
erally seen as an effective way to get information to citizens who are involved in the com­
munity. and who. can then pass along information to their own contacts in the community. 
Another effect of these presentations is to establish a relationship between the audience and 
the speaker. This relationship can be important when organiz~ng public forums dedicated 
to hazardous materials risk issues because it makes the message more forceful. 
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Public for,ums were conducted in both the primary and some of the secondary case study 
communities, with widely varying levels of attendance. Orgs!nizers and attendees of these 
forums offered several observations. First, as mentioned ab(:Jve with respect to speaking 
engagements, it is important to build a base of trust before the forum is held, in order to 
encourage participation at the forum. One approach that may be effective is to have the fo­
rum sponsored by a number of different organizations. Theoretically, of cours~, LEPCs are 
made up .of representatives of many different segments of tho community; but it may be im­
portant in any given case for those various segments to be durectly involved in the forum, 
at least to the point where the leaders of other organizations enthusiastically encourage their 
members to participate. In this way there is a chance to avoid an "us-them'" attitude that 
may keep members of the community away. 
'. As for the forum itself, a point made by organizers and attendees is that there should be a 
minimum of technical information and a maximum of opportunity for attendees to ask 
questions. An attendee of one forum said that the information: provided consisted largely of 
the names of chemicals and the quantities present at facilities, which meant nothing to him. 
Questions from attendees permit the forum to focus on issues that concern the community, 
rather than information that the organizers think is important. 
Schools and Libraries 
Efforts have been made in all three of the primary case study communities to work with 
schools and libraries to assist with the dissemination of risk in!formation. One approach has 
been to make annual presentations at school assemblies, althclugh these have tended to 
focus more on evacuation plans than on the nature of hazardotlS materials risk. Another 
approach has been to make presentations. particlll~rly in science classes, regarding haz­
ardous materials and the risks associated with thl~m. 
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Efforts have also been made to place hazardous materials risk information in the libraries in 
these communities. The volume of informafion varies widely, although the local emergency 
response plan has generally been included. Common problems with putting this material in 
the library include keeping the information current, making it eas~ for interested persons to 
find, and making the materials easy to, understand. Library visits in the case study commu­
nities showed that the materials, while useful in some cases, were quite difficult to find. If 
such material is included in a library, it should be cross-referenced to a variety of terms ­
such as Iiazardous materials, chemicnls, risk, pollution, environment. right-to-know, SARA, 
Title III, and local emergency plannino committee. The availability of the information might 
also be advertised on bulletin boards, newsletters, or circulars utilized by the library. In 
order to make the information easy to understand, it may be necessary to include, for ex­
ample, a lay person's guide to the information contained on an MSDS, and a straightforward 
explanation of the potential health effects of the hazardous materials actually present. in the 
community. 
Public Access to Hazardous Materials Information 
A variety of approaches have been tal<en by the case study communities to the organization 
and availability of the hazardous materials information obtained by the LEPC. In some cases 
it is computerized, in others it is on halrd copy. It is stored in a variety of public offices, most 
commonly the fire department or the c~mergency planning office. The existence and avail­
ability of this information have not beEm advertised widely, and there have typically been 
few, if any, requests for access to the information. 
RecommendaOons of Risk Communicators 
In the course of the interviews with the persons' most directly involved with organizing and 
implementing risk communication activities in the case study communities, several points 
were raised repeatedly. Not all of these ideas were applied in all of the communities. but 
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there was substantial agreement as to many of these points, even among risk communica­
tors operating in significantly different communities. We have consolidated these points 
under the four headings below, and include them in this report for consideration by LEPCs 
and other organizations faced with deciding whether and how to d~velop a risk communi­
cation program. Although we cannot comment definitively, WE~ think they make sense, based 
on our research so far. 
Communicate Risk Information 
We found that there is by no means agreement among the pOissessors of hazardous materi­
als risk information as to whether they should communicate this risk information to 
citizens.' Many persons apparently believe that it is best' not t:o let citizens know about the 
risks to which they are exposed because such information will only cause counterproductive 
I 
panic. However, others we interviewed felt strongly that anxieties are not calmed by cov­
ering up the existence of hazardous. materials risk, and that WE~ create a much more fr.ight­
ening and difficult situation by withholding information than by telling the truth. As one 
.. group actively involved in risk communication told us, it is important to overcome the att!­
,	 , 
tude among many officials that the community is to be manipulated, aDd that people should 
not be kept informed about hazardous materials risk. 
Communicate Risk Information Early 
A p~int made with re9ard to relations between risk communicators and the public iS,that it 
,	 To the extent that this project is focused specifically on LEPCs. we are really concerned with two 
preliminary risk communication issues: (1) do members believe. as a general proposition. that risk 
• communication is important and should be undertaken; (2) do members believe that LEPCs should 
take OFl risk communication responsibilities. Our research so far indicates Ilhere is substantial disa­
greemenl on both of lhese questions. 
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Is Important to open the lines of communication as early as possible" Regardless of.th!3 
communicator's expertise or intentions, waiting for an emergency to occur puts the com­
municator at a tremendous disadvantclge. Knowing the community and establishing re­
lations with various segments of it be1o~e an accident occurs builds a base of trust that can 
assist one in becoming a more effective risk communicator. It may also secure public input 
to the planning process, which may puovide good ideas on how to improve the response 
plan. 
Communicate With and Through E.xisting Organizations 
A recurring theme during our piscussions in the case study communities was the importance 
of meeting with a variety of organizations in the community in order to build trust, and to 
utilize those organizations as a conduit for information to their members. This approach may 
be more cumbersome and time consuming than announce'ments in the newspaper or direct 
mall, but it was generally regarded as more effective. 
Build Awareness by Starting Small 
Organizations, that have tried to communicate risk information to the public, or to involve 
citizens in the discussion of hazardous materials iss,ues. have often been disappointed with 
the level of public response. This has happened even in communities where the level of 
awareness regarding environmental ilssues is high. Some of the persons we spoke with 
suggested that the reason for this difficulty might be that many citizens are intimidated by 
the complexity of hazardous materials issues, and that a way to involve more citizens is to 
. 
start small. One group suggested that getting citizens involved wit~ household hazardous 
, 
waste issues may create a situation in which it is then possible to discuss other hazardous 
A similar point is made in manuals prepare.od by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Pro­

tection (undated) and by the University of Texas (1989),
 
. 'I I I, !r I II I·t 
4 
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materials fssues. This approach starts with something citizens are directly involved with, 
and builds on that. Another approach is to use a recycling and source reduction program 
as a way to raise environmental awareness and to build a base for further education re­
garding risks associated with hazardous materials.. Similarly, by contacting small busi­
nesses regarding hazardous materials issues, risk communicators may be creating a conduit 
for the dissemination of risk information to the general public, ,since many smqll businesses 
..,..
are family. owned. 
Another way to involve the public, suggested during our case ~tudies, is to conduct a haz­
ardous materials emergency response drill. Such a drill attrac:ts media attention, educates 
citizens as to what to do in an emergency, and focuses participants' attention on hazardous 
materials issues in a personal and direct way. A drill can also help citizens and emergenc!f 
planners to evaluate the response plan. For example, during an evacuation drill in Palo Alto. 
I 
California, officials discovered that citizens had no intention of leaving domestic animals 
behind. Whether there are enough vehicles and time to evacuflte large dogs and ponies is 
a good example of an issue that should be debated and resolved before, rather than during. 
a hazardous materials emergency. 
Case Study Questionnaire Results 
We received responses from 104 of the individuals to whom questionnaires were mailed in 
the Louisiana, Colorado, and California case study communitie~; for an overall response rate 
I 
of 47 percent. While this number of respondents does not perrnit us to make definitive 
generalizations, there are several reasons to think the results are of some value. In re­
sponse to most of the questions there are very strong patterns, ,which are consistent with the 
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information we obtained while in the communities. Moreover, with the exception of 
questions 1 and 2,5 the responses in all three communities clearly follow the same pattern. 
Most of the information provided by the responses falls into two categories: (1) the leve~ of 
respondents' familiarity with hazardous materials issues, and (2) the sources of hazardous 
materials Information upon which they rely. Because of the similarity in the responses from 
the three communities, we have elected to analyze the respondents from all three commu­
nities as a single group that may be regarded :as typical of opinion mediators in commun!ties 
like those we studied. 
Familiarity with Hazardous Materiells Issues 
One-third of the respondents reported that they are members of an organization that has 
done something in the past two years to learn about hazardous materials risks in their 
community; these organizations include environmental groups, neighborhood groups, and 
service clubs (Question # 6). Approximately the same number (28 percent) feel that they are 
personally well-informed about what types of hazardous materials emergencies are most 
likely to occur in their community (# 3); yet only 11 percent feel that they now know what to 
S	 Responses to questions 1 and 2 (which inquired about the level of concern regarding hazardqus 
materials issues) varied notably among the three communities. In St. James Parish. respondents 
indicated they felt there was a very serious potential in their community for a variety of environ­
mental problems relafed to hazardous materials. In Colorado Springs/EI Paso County, respondents 
differed widely in their opinions. with a slight majority of the view that there wall a "somewhat seri­
ous" potential for problems. In Contra Costa County, respondents considered the potential for envi­
ronmental problems relating to hazardous malerials to be somewhat to very serious. The only 
consistency among the three communities is that in each case the 'respondents thought other resi­
dents of their community were concerned about these issues to roughly the same degree as the reo 
spondents themselves. 
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do to protect themselves and their fami/i.es if B major hazarclous materials emergency oc­
curred in their community (# 8). 
. ' 
A clear majority (64 percent) said that citizens have a legally (established right to information 
about hazardous materials in their community (# 4); but only 30 percent are aware that an 
organization in their community has conducted a hazards anallysis and developed an emer­
gency response plan (# 10). When asked to identify the organi,zation that developed the plan, 
most of the respondents mentioned an organization such as the fire department, the local 
emergency preparedness department, or, in the Contra Costa case study, the county's Haz­
, .	 ardous Waste Commission (# 10). The LEP¢ was mentioned Iby name only t,wice in all the 
responses.' , 
Given the makeup. of the group to which the questionnaire was sent, it would be reasonable 
to expect that the general population is even less familiar with these issues.7 That is con­
sistent with the respondents' perception of the level of awareness, on the part of the other 
residents, regarding the emergency response plan: one-third ()f respondents think that other 
residents are "not aware" of the plan's existence (Le., score of 1 on a scale of 1-5, with 5 
representing	 "highly aware") (# 10). 
I 
Not surprisingly, given their own level of awareness, nearly orie-third of the respondents 
said they can't judge how confident they are that the emergenl~y response plan is adequate 
, Both references to the LEPC were in the Colorado case, The absence of Ireference to the LEPC is 
, 
particularly understandable in the case of California, where the LEPCs sel've large regions, and local 
agencies serve as 'administering agencies,' 
It may also be reasonable to expect, since these case studies were condu,cted in communities where 
special risk communication efforts have been made, that the overall level of awareness is lower in 
many other communi,lies, 
7 
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to protect the community in most hazclrdous materials emergencies. Of those who did ex­
press an opinion about the plan, 24 percent said they were not confident it was adequate; 
only 7 percent of those expressing an opinion felt highly confident (# 10). 
There is no indication that the respondents now know how to learn more about hazardous 
materials issues in their community through any mechanism associated with Title III; only 
16 percent have seen an explanation of the process by which citizens can learn about haz­
ardous materials risks In their area under Title Ill's community right-to-know provisions (# 
12). Two factors ,suggest, however, that there may be some chance that this level of 
awareness can increase. First. 72 percent of the respondents who have seen an explanation 
of the process for obtaining hazardous materials information under Title III have made some 
effort to share that information with others (# 12). Second, 76 percent of the respondents 
said they would spend two hours studying the hazards analysis and emergency response 
plan for their community; 71 perceli'lt said they would attend a two-hour pUblic meeting to 
address these issues; and 81 percent said they would spend 30 minutes a week reading 
news articles or other materials to keep up-fo-date on these issues. While these responses 
may be overly optimistic, they suggest that there may indeed be an audience willing to in­
vest time in increasing their understanding of hazardous materials risks in their community. 
Sources of Hazardous Materials Information 
In all three case study communities respondents said they rely primarily on public agencies 
for information about hazardous materials. In the Louisiana and Colorado communities, re­
spondents ranked public agencies first. and personal contact with public officials second, 
" I 
when asl<ed where they would most likely turn for hazardous materials information; LEPCs, 
the media, environmental groups, and community organizations were popular third choices 
(#7). In California, environmental groups were the first choice, but the relative position of the 
other sources of information was the same as in Louisiana and Colorado. When asked an 
open-ended question about where they would turn for information about hazardous materials 
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handled by a given firm in their community, respondents most frequently mentioned a local 
public agency such as the health, fire, or pofice department (#5). Only four responses 
mentioned the LEPC by name. Even in a hazardous materials,emergency, nearly 50 percent 
if	 of the respondents indicated they would contact or await instructions from local agencies, 
such as fire, police, or health departments; while one-third indicated they would rely on the 
electronic media (#9). 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
LEPC: SURVEY 
This section summarizes our findings from the survey of LEPCs; and their members. The 
caveats discussed earlier in the text should be borne in mind. 
•	 Most LEPCs have made some provision for communicating risk information to the public 
(e.g., designating an office to disseminate information and a,person to take responsibility 
for this office), but they have not. aggressively tried to inform citizens of the availability 
of this	 information. 
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• Very few requests for Title III information have been received, with most coming from 
individual citizens and from community groups. 
•	 LEPCs typically have not been very aggressive in encouraging public participation in the 
planning process, with less than a majority undertaking on a frequent basis any of the 
procedures about which we asked. 
•	 LEPCs generally show no sign of shifting to a stance of greater public participation and 
more risk communica,;on after the! acceptance of their initial plans; to the contrary, most 
seem to be cutting back on the frequency of their meetings. 
•	 Most LEPC members (about two-thirds) view the maintenance of the plan as the primary 
., 
purpose of their committee, once their initial plan has been approved; only a minority 
view risk communication to the public as the main purpose. 
•	 Most commonly cited as a major problem is the lack of funding or staff support, although 
a majority of members do not agree on any single barrier to success, 
•	 In general, the LEPC members have a very positive view of the capacity of their organ­
ization to achieve planning goals; however, they are significantly less confident of their 
organization's capacity to communicate with the public, to secure public input, and to 
'win public confidence. 
•	 Most members feel that their organization has a good chance of responding effectively 
to requests for information and of improving community understanding of risk informa­
tion; however, they are less confident thattheir organization will adequately inform the 
public of the plan's provisions, secure adequate citizen input for updating th~ plan, or 
stimulate public discussior) of environmental issues. 
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• Most members feef that their organization fails to attract cldeqoate coverage from the 
local media, and a significant number are dissatisfied with the quality of that coverage. 
• LEPC members are not demographically representative of their communities: in general, 
they are more likely to be male, well-educated, and profe!;sional than the "average citi­
zen." They are also more likely to work in the public sector. 
• The membership is roughly evenly divided among the cat.~gories of emergency 
responders, government officials, and businesslindustry mpresentatives, with "watch­
dog groups" (e.g., the media, citizens' organizations, etc.) :significantly less well repres­
ented. 
LEPC chairs are more likely to be government officials than to be members of other 
groups. 
While the vast majority (nine out of ten) of the members selid that they feel citizen in­
volvement in the planning process is important to the development of a good plan, LEPC 
chairs are somewhat less convinced of the importance of <:itizen input. 
I 
• LEPC members are more likely to spend time on the technical aspects of planning than 
on informing the public or seeking public input to the planning process; the average 
member reports spending less than an hour per month on 'each of the latter activities. 
• Most members say that newspapers are likely to provide the mos~ effective means of 
communicating non-emergency hazardous materials risk iqformation. 
• 
, 
Most members feel that, in a non-emergency situation, it is; most important to commu­
nicate information on health hazards and the provisio.rs of the emergency response 
plan; few feel that it is important to communicate the staternents of businesses and en-
i .. 
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vironmental groups, or information regarding the political controversy associated with. a 
hazardous situation. 
•	 Few members view environmental issues as being of major concern in their communi­
ties. and even fewer see environmental groups as especially active. 
•	 Members are evenly divided in thElir assessment of the degree to which local environ­
mental activists are representative of the general public. 
•	 A comparison of the responses of LEPC members who perceive themselves to represent 
different groups (i.e., emergency rc3sponders,. business, government, w~tchdog, and in­
dependents) shows essentially no statistically significant differences between them. 
•	 Watchdog group members are generally at least as positive about the LEPC as are 
members of other groups. 
CASE STUDIES 
This section summarizes our findings from the case studies. 
The risk communication efforts in the case stuciy communities were carried out by a variety 
of organizations, including LEPCs, local public agencies, citizen groups, environmental 
groups and industry. It appeared to us that these activities could be carried out by any LEPC 
or other community-based organizati0r'! with the inclination and resources to do so. In these 
.' 
communities, however, the LEPCs did not have an operating budget'or staff specifically for 
that organization, so collaboration with other local agencies or organizations was essential. 
Very little of what we saw in the case studies qualifies as risk communication in a strict 
sense; communications tended to focus on matters such as the existence of the emergency 
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response plan, the procedures for obtaining information, and what to do in an emergency. 
Communication efforts in the case study communities involved the following mechanisms: 
•	 Public Presentations and Forums: Presentations to other c)rganizations, such as local 
service clubs and neighborhood groups, were seen as a gClod way to get information to 
involved citizens, who may in turn pass that information to their contacts in the commu­
nity. Public forums were also held, with widely varying levlels of attendance. Some 
organizers emphasized the importance of building a base o:f trust before the forum is 
held. and to have the forum sponsored by a number of diffe'rent organizations in the 
community. 
•	 Schools and Libraries: Presentations have been made in school assemblies (although 
these tended to focus more on evacuation plans than on tho nature of hazardous mate­
.rials risk) and some classes, particularly science classes. The threefold challenge of 
making information available in libraries appears to be: (1) I~eeping the information cur­
rent, (2) making it easy to find, and (3) making the materials ea~y to understand. 
•	 Public Access to Hazardous Materials lI,rormatlon: Information about hazardous mate­
rials in the case study communities is sometimes on hardcc)py and sometimes comput­
erized, and is most commonly stored in the fire department or the emergency 
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preparedness office. Its availability has not been widely advertised, and, consistent with
. . 
the results of our larger survey, there have been few requests for access to it. 
Risk communicators in the case study communities offered a number of recommendations, 
which we think make sense: 
•	 Communicate Risk Information: Several of the persons we spoke with felt strongly that 
anxie!ies are not calmed by covering up hazardous materials risk, and that it is important 
to overcome the attitude that the community should be manipulated by withholding risk 
information. 
•	 Communicate Risk Information Eurly: The importance of establishing credibility and 
trust in the community as early as possible was stressed. 
•	 Communicate With and Through IExlstlng Organizations: Direct contact with a variety 
of organizations in the community was suggested as a way to build trust and to establish 
lines of communications with the members of those organizations. 
•	 Build Awareness by Starting Smclll: To overcome citizens' intimidation by the com­
plexity of hazardous materials issues, it was suggested that it may be helpful to en­
courage citizen involvement in issues such as household hazardous waste and 
recycling; that involvement may build a base for further education regarding risks asso­
ciated with hazardous materials. Similarly, a hazardous materials emergency response 
drill may be a good way to involve and educate citizens regarding hazardous materials 
risks. 
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The responses to the case study questionnaire may be summarized as follows: 
•	 Respondents' Familiarity with ,Hazardous Materials 'SSUElS
'. 
•	 One-third of the respondents are members of an orgctnization that has made some 
effort in the past two years to learn about hazardous materials risks in their com-
I 
munity. 
•	 Nearly one-third feel that they are personally well-infolrmed about what types of 
hazardous materials emergencies are most likely to occur in their community, but 
only 11 percent feel that they know what to do to protect themselves if an emergency 
occurs. 
•	 64 percent are aware they have a legal right to hazardous materials information, but 
only 30 percent are aware that an organization in their community has conducted a 
hazards analysis and developed an emergency response plan. 
• Nearly one-third said they can't jUdge how confident they are that the emergency 
response plan in their community is adequate. Of thos(~ who did express an opinion, 
, . 
24 percent said they were not confident it was adequate, and only 7 percent felt 
highly confident it was adequate. 
• Although the level of awareness regarding hazardous rraterials issues was not 
generally hig.h, most respondents indicated they would be willing to invest their time 
in learning more. 
•	 Sources of Hazardous Materials Information 
•	 Local government agencies were most frequently selected as a potential and actual 
. source of information about hazardous materials. Environmental groups, partiCUlarly 
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in California, were also frequently chosen. LEPCs, the media, and community or­
ganizations were popular third! choices. Overall, however, these respondents ap­
pear to rely largely on local gc)vernment agencies for hazardous materials 
Information. 
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The data we gathered and the analysEls we co"ducted during the fir'st and second phases 
of this project have, in addition to providing important facts about actual practice, provided 
Information relevant to a number of important questions, including: 
•	 Why should a community have a hazardous materials risk communication program? 
•	 What should be the role of the LEPC with regard to a hazardous materials risk commu­
nication program? 
•	 What approach should be taken tel develop a hazardous materials risk communication 
program and what elements should it contain? 
•	 Who should carry out a hazardous materials risk communication program? 
•	 What should be the relationship between a hazardous materials risk communication 
program and other risk communication programs already in existence in a community 
(such as those concerned with communicating risk information about nuclear power 
plants or natural disasters)? 
Decisions with regard to any of these questions need to be made largely on a commu·nity­
by-community basis. While our comments below are intended to be of some use in those 
discussions, we recognize that final decisions in any given community will depend on many 
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factors unique to that comn1unity. The recommendations that follow are based only' in part 
on the results of our research in this study. They go beyond lhe specific research findings 
to draw on more general observations conducted during the msearch p'rocess, and to reflect 
our larger understanding of the dynamics surrounding hazardl:>US material issues and risk 
communication. As such, these recommendations have not been validated by practice and 
can not be defended by specific data in all cases. Even so, Wi:! feel that they will stand up 
to test by implementation and hope that they will be taken seriously. While readers should
. .
recognize these limitations on our recommendations, it is also important to keep in mind that 
they address issues that are relevant to many communities; that these issues are not now 
being widely addressed (or, where they are being addressed, jthat there is no clear consen­
sus on how they should be resolved); and, finally, that i,t is imp:ortant for communiti~s to 
address these issues, if they are to design an effective response to chemical hazards. 
Why Should a Community Have a Hazardous Materials Rlsk Communication
 
Program?
 
It is tempting in answering this question to point out that Title r~1 iscalled The Emergency 
Planning and Community Right to Know Act. and to couch discussion of hazardous materials 
risk communication programs in terms of the requirements and,.spirit of Title III. But the 
requirements of Title III regarding the provision of hazardous materials information to the 
public can be fulfilled in a largely passive fashion. As for the spirit of the law, we have found
,	 
'.
that local policymakers responsible for managing limited resources typically look for more 
reason to create and fund a program than simply to fulfill"Iegisla1ive spirit or to s~ow respect 
for abstract rights. These poJicymakers want to know specifically. what benefits and risks are 
! associated with a hazardous materials risk communicati~n prognam, and they are most likely 
I	 to be impressed by benefits that can be stated in practical terms:. We suggest that the .101­
lowing are among the benefits that could flow from a hazardous materials risk communi­
cation program. 
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• Improve the technical content of the emergency response plan. 
By communicating with the public and involving citizens in the emergency planning 
process (in a manner more direct than having a "representative" committee underta.ke 
planning in private), the technical content of the plan may be strengthened. Citizens 
other than those on the LEPC may identify problems, as well as providing information 
and ideas, which the committee might otherwise fail to take into account. 
• HeIghten cltrzen awa.'eness and understandIng of the plan. 
By communicating with the public about the nature and extent of the hazardous materi­
als risks in their community (including the existence and provisions of the emergency 
response plan) before an emer'gency, there is a greater chance that citizens will be able 
to respond appropriately in the event of an emergency. For example, citizens will have 
been told where to turn for reliable emergency information, what to do if they hear 
warning sirens, where to go and what routes to use if they are told to evacuate, how to 
respond to exposures that do occur, and how to conduct themselves if they are told to 
shelter in place. Even more fundc3mentally, perhaps, citizens will have been told that 
there are circumstances under which sheltering in place is the be.st thing to do. Without 
pre-emergency education on this point, it may be difficult for citizens to accept that 
leaving an area is more dangerous than staying. The effectiveness of the emergency 
response plan depends in part on resolving befo~ehand matters that cann~t be debated 
at the time of an emergency. 
• Increase the credIbility and legitimacy of the plan. 
The idea behind the present structure of the LEPCs is, in part, that a diverse. locally­
based committee should be in a strong position to create a plan that will be ~esponsive 
to local needs and well-received by the community. By communicating information about 
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the planning process to a broader group of citizens, it mii~ht be expected that the plan 
would gain even greater legitimacy in their eyes', Furthermore, the plan's credibility is 
likely to depend heavily on the degree to which it addresses the concerns of the wider 
public, which may not be identical to those of LEPC members, 
" 
Risk communication may also increase the public's senSEI of the legitimacy and impor­
tance of the services provided by hazardous materials emergency planners and emer­
g,ency responders. In that sense it could be helpful to build the political support 
necessary to obtain adequate financial support for these at:tivities and to fully implement 
I 
I 
the response plan. 
• Stimulate discussion leading to risk reduction. 
If a risk communication program informs a substantial portion of the citizens In a com­
munity regarding the nature and extent of hazardous matetials risks, this heightened 
awareness may lead to greater efforts to reduce risks, 
I 
• Reduce the level of citizen "'outrage'" following an emergency. 
Although this is a defensive point, it may be important nonletheless, PrOViding citizens 
before an emergency with information regarding the likelih(:>od and nature of an accident 
may reduce the level of "outrage" (Le., the dismay and anger that often follows an acci­
dent), should it occur,' 
Any discussion of the advantages of having an aggressive risk communication program 
should recognize the likely arguments against such an effort, since most public officials and 
I 
I 
I 
,	 Note that Peter Sandman uses the term 'outrage" in altempt·ing to explain the difference between 
perceived and measured risk. 
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industry representatives are acutely aware of what we might call the "risks of risk commu­
nication." Any organization advocatin~1 active risk communication may encounter one or 
more of the following counter~arguments. 
•	 It could cause panic. Some public and private officials fear that citizens will overreact 
to information about the actual health risks they face from hazardous materials. 
•	 It could cause a political backlash. Public officials sometimes fear that learning of a 
hazardous situation will lead citizens to demand action that could cost a community a 
business or to blame political figures for letting the situation develop. 
•	 It could bring pressure on local btJlslnesses. Some people fear that, once citizens know 
about a hazard, they will ask businesses to take steps to eliminate it or they will lose 
their trust in the firms involved; the result may be competitive disadvantages for local 
businesses and possibly even plant closings. 
While we cannot argue that there are no risks involved in communicating risk information, 
we can make two observations that are relevant to these concerns. First, those people to 
whom we spoke in the course of our research who have had experience communicating 
risks to the public indicated that the pubiic is generally able to understand the complexities 
of hazardous materials situations and to make intelligent choices. Second, it is important to 
distinguish between the interests of a com~unity and the interests of individuals within that 
community. The benefit to the community of being better able to reduce risks or more ade­
quately to react to emergencies as a rE~sult of the distribution of risk.information will gener­
ally outweigh any disadvantage that may come to individual officials or firms. Even in very 
extreme cases, where large numbers of persons may be adversely affected by business 
cutbacks that result from efforts to reduce chemical risks, it is the citizenry who ,must have 
the right to choose between health risks and economic costs. 
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What Should Be the Role of the LEPC With Regard to a "razardous Materials Risk 
.Communication Program? 
In discussing this question, we think it is worthwhile to emphasize a very important basic 
point: LEPC is an abbreviation for local emergency planning cClmmittee. Consistent with 
their name and the duties imposed upon them by Title III, LEPCs are expected to plan for 
emergency response, but not actually to serve as emergency responders. (Although many 
LEPC members are also emergency responders, when they Sel"Ve in that capacity, they are 
not acting as LEPC members per se.) The LEPC, as an organiz:ation, has no response c'a­
pabiJity or authority. We suggest that it makes sense for LEPCs to playa similar role with 
regard to hazardous materials risk communication: to plan for - but not necessarily to im­
plement - a program of risk comm~nication in their communities.' Such a risk communi­
cation program might be a component of the emergency reSpOf)Se plan and - as suggested 
above - a vehicle for improving the technical content, credibility, legitimacy, and effecti.ve­
ness of the plan. In this sense, the involvement of LEPCs in plalnning a risk communication 
program is compatible with their explicit duties as set forth in Title III. 
In the role of risk communication program planners, LEPCs can capitalize on their access to 
hazardous materials information and their familiarity with their communities, without com­
mittingthemselves to carry out an ongoing program that they do not have the resources to
, 
support.10 Of course. if a given LEPC·choo~esto become actively involved in the risk com­
, However, as mentioned in the 1988 publication /l's Not Over in October! A G,uide (or Local Emergency 
Planning Committees, the LEPCs may be used as a focal point for pUblic di!icussion to help reach a 
common understanding of the risks in a community and to help communicalte this information to the 
general public. 
10 It seems cfear that an effective risk communication program requires an onooing effort. as discussed
 
below.
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munlcation process, we ~ 10 disadvantage to it doing so; but we think a more realistic role 
In many communities is f .•EPCs to serve as risk communication program planners, and 
as advocates for the proposition that risk communication is sufficiently important to warrant 
a commitment of resourcesY Indeed, in those co",!munities that have engaged in risk com­
munication efforts associated with the LEPCs, the actual work on and financial support for 
the program has been provided by a Il:lcal government agency, or by an industry or citizen 
gro,",p, wC?rking in collaboration with the LEPC. 
Whether the LEPCs' role is limited to planning risk communication pr.ograms or includes 
actual implementation, their membership should be broadened to include more represen­
tatives of the media and more members with skills in community participation. These might 
Include members of community and environmental groups as well as public officials with the 
requisite skills. 
How Should a Hazardous Materia/~; Risk Communication Program Be Developed 
and What Elements Should It Contain? 
Given the complexity of this issue and! the wealth of literature that addresses how risk com­
munication should be carried out, we will not attempt even to outline a complete hazardous 
materials risk communication program. We will, however, examine a variety of issues that 
were raised during the course of our case studies and appe~r to be relevant to most risk 
communication situations. 
11 "the source of these resources is an important issue. One possibility currently being explored by a 
number of localities and states is to levy filing fees on facilities that report under Title III. This raises 
many important questions, including wheth«~r these filing fee programs should be created at all."and, 
if so. whether they should be created and administered on the local, state, or federal level. 
,..... 
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of the information exchanged under the heading of Hrisk comlTlunicationHis actually not 
about risk per se, but about emergency response. Informatiorl about which agencies will 
respond to events in given geographic areas, where citizens should go for emergency in­
structions, or what evacuation routes to use are examples of Eimergency response commu­
nications. Actual risk communication involves informing citizens of the nature and source 
of risks to their welfare, the likelihood and possible causes of Elxposure, and/or the probable 
health· effects of exposure. 
While emergency response information is a vital part of any ri~ik communication plan, it is 
also highly important that communication about actual risks nOlt be overlooked. This is true 
because it is only when citizens understand the risks they face that they can make intelligent 
choices about how much to invest in preparing for emergencie,s or undertaking efforts to 
reduce risks. It is important to make a special effort to includE! genuine risk information in 
the risk communication plan since such information may otherwise be avoided for three 
main reasons: (1) it is often more likely to spark controversy, (2) necessary information is 
often difficult even for officials to obtain, and (3) responders are! generally better prepared to 
provide response information than actual risk information. The suggestions that follow relate 
to effective strategies for both risk communication and emergency response communication. 
• .A risk communication program should be ongoing. 
It seems clear that a single flurry of brochures or public mE~etings will not have a sig­
nificant impact on the level of public understanding of hazardous materials risks. Even 
if the initial effort were able to reach a substantial portion of the population (which seems 
unlikely), population turnover, changes in the natu~F! of the hazardous materials risks 
present, and fading memories would all conspire to dilute the relevance and impact of . 
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this information. If a risk communication program is to be effective, it will almost cer-. 
tainly have to be an ongoing, long··term program. '2 
•	 The organization that develops a I'lsk communication program should solicit assistance 
In preparing risk communication materials 
In developing and distributing risk communication materials, an effort should be made 
to get assistance from persons who have experience -with conducting truly interactive 
discussions. For example, in preparing a flyer or brochure announcing a public meeting, 
or determining how the meeting should be organized, it is important to draw on the ex­
pertise of persons who know how to involve the geIJeral publiC in discussions. For 
communities that do not have this kind of expertise readily available, and that cannot 
afford to hire outside assistance, help might be available from local universities or local 
industries with expertise in this area. 
One form of outside assistance is simply to learn about innovative risk communication 
activities in other communities. In the Title III context. SERCs can be particularly helpful 
in this regard, by acting as a clearinghouse for information exchange between LEPCs. 
One particularly important service the SERC can perform to assist with risk communi­
cation is to identify good examples of risk communication within its jurisdiction, and let 
their LEPCs know the details of those activities. 
12	 Long.term strategies to increase public understanding of risk issues are also recommended by 
McCallum et aI, 1990. 
,'p".
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•	 Communication efforts must be tallorl!d to the unique chalracteristlcs of the communi­
ties they serve. 
In developing a community's risk communication prograrr" it is important to ask what is 
unique about the community. Some of the risk communication activities that are un­
successful in certain areas because of a tradition of lack clf concern for environmental 
issues, could very well be successful un communities that have high levels of concern 
f~r these issues and a tradition of environmental activism.' By the same token, risk 
communication activities proven to be successful in one community might prove to be 
less than successful in another. 
One of the factors that should be considered is the nature of community organizations. 
It is important to know not only what organizations are there and how extensive their 
membership is, but also what their traditions are in terms of becoming involved with 
controversial matters in the community, and especially matters of environmental con­
cern. Other factors to consider are the customary level ofdtizen participation in the 
community and the level of trust citizens generally feel toward local government and 
industry. 
In considering the characteristics that make the community unique, it may be deter­
mined that there are particular avenues of communication that must be used in order to 
reach the community. For example, it may be important to use local doctors in order to 
communicate certain types of health effects information (as compared to using public 
officials or doctors from outside the community), or to avoi1p spokespersons from local 
industry in favor of experts who might be regarded as mOr(~ objective. l3 
13 McCallum et al (1990) recommend that health professionals be encouraged and supported "to become 
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Risk communication program planners should identify the patterns of activity and co":!­
munication in the community_ For example, jf many of the people in the community tend 
to frequent a certain commercial area on Saturdays, it will be important to focus some 
of that community's risk communication efforts at that location. If churches are an im­
portant part of the community's Iiff:!, risk communicators should be careful to work with 
churches and church groups. Similarly, understanding which newspapers, radio 
statlqns, or TV stations are most commonly read or viewed by the general public is im­
portant In determining where to place effective advertisements or announcements. If, 
for example, there is a community-service cable TV station, that may be a good way to 
communicate announcements of meetings and other hazardous materials risk informa­
tion to the general public. 
• 'The risk communication plan should be developed In consultatfon with community or­
ganizations that might have a role In Its Implementation. 
The developers of a community's risk communication program should confer with lead­
ers of civic and community organi.~ations about the practicality of the plan for their 
community before the plan is adopted. 
• Information on what to do In a ha.:ardous materials emergency should be Included In 
a risk communication program. 
A brief and informative brochure t() let the public know where to go and what to do in a 
hazardous materials emergency could be a valuable component of a risk communication -­
involved in disseminating environmental information so that personal health factors can be ad- . 
dressed.' (p. ii) 
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program.'· This could be' circulated to the community through direct mail, by being 
posted on community bulletin boards, and distributed in public meeting places, 
churches, shopping centers and the like. This material shl:>uld be designed in a way that 
will attract attention and inspire interest on the part of the recipient. It should beap­
propriate to the most likely types of emergencies in the individual community. Police 
and fire agencies have an interest in helping to develop and distribute such materials 
and their aid should be sought. 
The problems of communicating this kind of information in, a pre-emergency situation 
should not be underestimated, however. Research sugges1~s that efforts by utilities to 
inform people who live close to nuclear power plan,ts about the actions to be taken in the, 
event of a nuclear emergency have been largely unsuccessful, despite (or maybe be.. 
cause of) their use of materials such as calendars with eye-catching art-work." It is not 
certain whether this lack of success has been due largely tp certain peculiar character­
istics of the nuclear power industry, or whether it would be likely to apply equalfy in the 
field of non-nuclear hazardous materials. 
• The emergency response plan, chemical lists, MSDSs, and other ~azardous materials 
Information should be made readily available to ,the public, and this availability should 
be advertised. 
The availability of hazardous materials information should be advertised to the general 
public. This should be done through ongoing efforts, and should not be limited to small 
,.	 A recent Report to Congress by EPA (1988) pointed out that ·Public education is a key part of the 
public alert and notification process because it prepares people to understand what to do when a 
warning occurs.· (p, 38) 
IS	 Gwin. 1989 
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announcements in the public notice section of the paper. Other good possibilities in­
clude notices on community bulletin boards and other sources of public information 
(such as a pUblic cable TV station). 
At least the emergency response plan and the lists of chemicals should be available at 
multiple locations within the community, together with simple explanatory materials. In 
this way access will be kept as convenient as possible for citizens, and they will be 
permitted to choose the location with which they are most comfortable. School and 
public Iibrari~s can successfully be used as places to make this information available. 
Organizers of this component of the risk communication efforts should work closely with 
a skilled librarian in order to assure that the information can be located easily. 
• Public forums are an Important part of a risk communication program. 
Advertisements for these types of meetings should make it clear to members of the 
community that they will obtain information at the meeting which: (a) is directly relevant 
to them, (b) will assist them in understanding the nature of the hazardous materials risks 
to which they are exposed, and (c) will assist them in understanding exactly what they 
sho,uld do in the event of an emergency. Direct mail may well be an effective strategy 
for this, but it can be very expensive and time consuming. Other possibilities include 
working through community organizations such as the Parent Teachers Association, 
civic organizations, the Chamber of Commerce, and the League of Women Voters. 
There are a number of important points regarding the way these meetings should be 
organized and conducted. It may be necessary to set up a series of meetings since a 
fairly large volume of sometimes complicated information may have to be covered. Any 
given meeting should present only that amount of information which a citizen can absorb 
well in a reasonable amount of time, and still allow enough time for discussion. In 
practice this may mean holding one meeting that includes the details of the Emergency 
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Response Plan while addressing in other meetings topics ~1uch as the likelihood and 
nature of accidents and the nature of the health e-ffects that. they could cause. Other 
meetings could address long term concerns and strategies for addressing those con­
I 
cerns. 
In designing these meetings it is important to take into con.sideration well established 
practices for making this type of meeting as effective as po:ssible. The meetings 
normally should be scheduled for early evening during the week, or a Saturday morning, 
and should not take longer than two hours (at the very most). They should be held in 
convenient locations, and should be physically organized to make attendees as com- . 
fortable as possible so that they will be confident that the rrieeting organizers are inter­
ested in hearing their questions and comments as well as p1roviding information. It is 
essential that these meetings be organized in a way that permits two-way communi­
. cation. That is, there should be provisions for meaningful q,uestion and answer ses­
sions. 
Information about the presence of environmental risks often evokes significant emo­
tiona I reactions (Wandersmanet al., 1989). People may feeUear. frustration, concern 
about what to do, and even anger that they and their familie.:s have been exposed to 
some danger. For this reason information about actual risks, is usually best delivered in 
a forum format rather than through the media. in flyers, in speeches or in any other for­
mat that involves only one-way communication. 1s In a forum, there are opportunities (1) 
to quiet fears based on misunderstandings. by answering questions. (2) to put a human 
face on the problem by giving the messenger a chance to express empathy and to show 
understanding, (3) for members of the community to offer each other social support as 
II	 The advantages of conducting forums are addressed also in a manual prep~lred for the New Jersey 
Department of Environmental Protection (undated). especially pp_ 37-40_ 
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they face difficult choices, and (4) for the community to begin the process of problem­
solving as participants think collectively o~ ways to respond to the dangers rather than 
facing thes.e risks in isolation. 
Those who present the information should be persons skilled in communication and not 
merely tec!,mical experts. It is important to reduce information ,to terms that lay persons 
will understand, and to present it in a manner that stresses its relevance to citizens. 
Highly technical discussions will transmit little useful information and will not hold citi­
zens' interest. 
• A contact list should be developed as part of a risk communication program. 
A contact list can be an important tool for risk communicators. This list should include 
the names and addresses of individuals who are interested in hazardous materials is­
sues, as well as organizations in, the community that can provide assistance in sharing 
information with their members. Likely organizations on the list include those such as 
the Chamber of Commerce, the Kiwanis or Lions Club, and the League of Women Voters. 
T~is list should be update'd on a regular basis; it can provide a standard mailing list for 
any flyers or announcements. If appropriate arrangements are m~de, the risk commu­
nicators may be able in some cases to send packages of flyers or brochures or other 
announcements to some organizations and have the organizations then distribute these 
announcements to their members. In this way risk communicators get the benefit of the 
other organizations' logistical assistance as well as the benefit of those organizations' 
relationship of trust with their members. 
Developing and maintaining this list will be a considerable task. To make that task go 
more smoothly, risk communicators should learn what lists already exist. It may be that 
the city planning office, Chamber ()f Commerce, or some other organization ir the com­
munity already has a standard contact list for disseminating information. Such a list 
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could provide a good starting point for a hazardous materials risk communication con­
tact list. 
Volunteer assistance might be 'available from community s;ervice organizations to help 
develop and revise such a list. The League of Women Voters, for example, might be 
willing to provide that kind of assistance. Risk communiccltors could also turn to a local 
university for assistance in this regard - in particular from !Students who might be inter­
ested in an internship program for which they receive academic credit while the com­
munity receives the benefit of their assistance. Students interested in such a project 
could come from departments in, for example, communications studies, sociology, psy­
chology, political science, urban affairs and planning, or so.cial work. 
• A wpress kW should be developed as part of a risk commlmicatlon program. 
A "press kit" would provide pre-emergency information to the local media to let them 
know about the nature of hazardous materials risks in the clrea, the existence and re­
sponsibilities of t,he LEPC, the nature of the work the LEPC has undertaken so far. and 
the· major provisions of the Emergency Response Plan. This kit would also include 
general information on Title "'. with a particular emphasis em the Community Right To 
Know aspect, and appropriate offices .to contact for more dE!tailed informat!on. 
A specific explanation of the manner in which risk informafi.on will be communicated to 
the media during an emergency should be included in the kit. The press should know 
before an emergency. not only the technical details of the emergency plan, but exactly 
who should be cOl1tacted (including addresses and phone numbers) for risk information 
during an emergency. 
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Local public relations departments or university programs might provide professional 
assistance in developing an effective press kit,17 
•	 The community-wide risk communication plan should be updated regularly and coordi­
nated with plans developed by other agencies: 
Coordination with other agencies' plans is discussed in greater detail below. 
Who Should Carry Out a Hazardous Materials Risk Communication Program? 
As indicated earlier, an LEPC may be willing and able to play an active role as a commu­
nicator of risk information t~ the public;, but a more realistic role for many LEPCs may be that 
of risk communication planner and advocate. The actual risk communication activity - as is 
the case with emergency response - will require an ongoing effort involving many log.istical 
details. Whether it is a matter of devElloping and maintaining contact lists or press kits, de­
velopinQ and distributing brochures, air organizing and conducting public meetings, some 
reasonable level of staff support will be necessary; and that staff will need the financial re­
sources to meet the expenses associated with these activities. 
Who, then, should carry out this program? One point that seems clear to us is that, like most 
LEPCs, an organization communicating hazardous materials risk information should be 
locel. (Indeed, in ,our case study communities this was the case, although the particular or­
ganization varied from one community to the next.) Secondly, since the information is of 
concern to the entire community, a public agency or quasi-public organization should be in­
, . 
volved. Possible public agencies include the community's emergency planning office, health 
17 At least part of the function of a' press kit may be provided by a guidebook for journalists, recently 
issued by the Environmental Health Center (1989), This guidebook, however, should be supplemented 
by community-specific information. 
tn",_ 
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department, fire department, or public information office. It may also be possible to support 
with public funds the risk communication efforts of quasi-publk not-for-profit organizations. 
In any event, the entity responsible for this day-fo-day work of hazardous materials risk 
communication should be provided with resources adequate to support an ongoing effort 
and will need close cooperation from emergency response or"anizations and local industry. 
What Should be the Relationship Between a Hazardous Materials Risk· 
Communication Program and Other Risk Communication Programs 
in a Co"!munity? 
Developers of a hazardous materials risk communication program in a given community may 
"f' benefit from examining - and perhaps collaborating with -- other programs concerned with 
communicating risk and emerg~ncy response information. In an area, for example, with a 
¥, nuclear power plant, significant efforts may already have been made to engage in some form 
I 
of risk communication. Organizers of a program concerned wilth non-nuclear risk issues 
may be able to learn from those efforts. It may also be possible to use some of the same 
resources, or combine efforts for public forums. Similarly, areas accustomed to natural 
disasters such as hurricanes, flash floods. or earthquakes. may already have in place sig­
, . 
nificant programs designed to inform the public about the nature and scope of these risks, 
and the proper course of action in an emergency. Here, too, it may be possible to collab­
orate. Similarly, a community with a Superfund site may have a different group communi-
I 
eating about Superfund risks than those communicating about Title III risks or RCRA risks. 
In short, a community needs to ask itself whether it makes sense to have one group com­
municating risk information relating to hazardous materials as defined in Title III, while an­
other group is concerned with nuclear risks. and another with .natural disasters. The 
question needs to be explored whether the best approach from the standpoint of public 
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understanding is to develop a comprehensive program to provide the risk and emergency 
response information that the community needs. 
What Materials and Services Might Assist Local Organizations in Planning an 
, Em~ctive Risk Communication Program? 
Our survey of LEPCs found that most members were quite confident of their ability to man­
age the technical aspects of response planning, but that few felt well prepared to communi­
cate risks to the public or to s~cure public input for the planning process. 
For this reason, as well as others discussed elsewhere -jn this report, we recommend that 
the EPA continue to produce and distribute materials that will assist communities with their 
risk communication efforts," including a guidebook to assist LEPC members and others in 
planning a risk communication program appropriate for their own community. 
11 Existing publications include: Sandman. 1986; McNeil et al. 1989: Hadden and Bales. 1989. 
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VI:RGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERlSITY, 
a land-grant university 
University Center for Environmental & Hazardous Materials Sturfies
Blacksburg Virginia 24061.0113 USA

Tel: (703) 231·7508 Fax: (703) 231·7826

TX; 9103331861 VPI BKS Bitnet: CONN at VTVM1
 
January 24. 1989 
;'. Dear Local Emergency Planning Committee Chair. 
The enclosed materials are being sent to you as part of research being conducted at VirginiaPolytechnic Institute and State University. We are sending questionnaires to all of the LEPCsin ten carefully selected states. We have discussed the seledion of your state with yourstate's Emergency Response Commission, as well as with the EPA regional office in your
. area. 
A primary objective of this research is to obtain information which will help us to determinewhat materials and programs shquld be developed to assist LEPC members. We need yourassistance to conduct this study. Accordingly, we would be very grateful if you would do thefollowing: 
1.	 Review the questionnaire so that you are generally familiar with it. 
2.	 Distribute one 'questionnaire to each of your members. including yourself. Each of theenclosed envelopes contains one qUE!stionnaire. ! 
Our preference is that you distribute the questionnaire at a meeting of your LEPC andprovide approximately one half-hour at the same meeting for your members to fill it out.However you choose to handle the distribution, please emphasize the importance ofcompleting and returning the questionnaire to you prompt/yo 
Since we do not know exactly how many members are 011 each LEPC, we are enclosing24 questionnaires. In most cases that will be enough to provide one for each member.If you need more questionnaires for your LEPC. please either make additional copies,or call us at the number above and we will send addition,al copies to you. 
3.	 Fill out the enclosed LEPC Information Form and a questJionnaire yourself. 
4.	 Collect the completed questionnaires in their sealed envEllopes from your LEPC mem­bers as soon as possible. preferably at the same meeting as they were distributed (assuggested in step 2). 
5.	 Return all of the completed questionnaires (still in their slaaled envelopes) in the en­closed pre-stamped 10x13 envelope addressed to the University Center for Environ­mental and Hazardous Materials Studies. If at all possibh~, please mail thesequestionnaires back to us by the end of February, 1989. 
ITHANK YOU FOR YOUR HELPl 
,

Sincerely yours,
 
W. David Conn
William L. Owens
Richard C. Rich 
....-----------------­
LEPC INFORMATION FORM 
To be completed by the LEPC Chair 
1.	 In what month and year was your LEPC officially formed? 
2.	 How many members now serve on your LEPC? 
3.	 How often did your LEPC meet before submitting the emergency response pla.n? _ 
4.	 How often will your LEPC meet after the emergency responlle plan has been approved? 
5.	 Please check the slOttement which most nearly describes Ihe slage y,our LEPC has reached in developing a 
comprehensive plan for responding to hazardous maleri"lll emergen(:ies. 
___ Plan has been completed and submitted 10 the !llate. 
___ Currenlly drafting the final version of Ihe pl:ln. 
___ In Ihe process of developing the plan.
 
___ Other (please describe)

. 
13. Plel'llle indic"te which of the following melhods your r:ommittee has used to obtain public input for the 
plannmg process.	 , 
~ I OCCASIONALLY 'REOUENTlY 
•	 Placed announcements of LEPC meetings which 
. 
2 3 4 5indicated 11'1011 Ihey were open to Ihe pUblic 
•	 PI"ced announcements of LEPC meetings which 2 3 4 5specifically encour"ged lhe pUblic 10 allend 
•	 Held public hearings or community meelings 2 3 4 5 on the Title III planning process 
•	 Sent representatives to meetings of other 2 3 4 5organizations to speak about the plan 
•	 Published drafts or summaries of the en,ergency 2 3 4 5 
response plan and invited public comment 
•	 Inviled local media to carry stories about the 2 3 4 5LEPC or the emergency response plan 
•	 Other (specify) 2 3 4 5 
7.	 How many facilities handling hazardous materials are to report 10 your LEPC? 
8.	 Of those facilities Ihat have already reported. wh;]l proporlion would you s"y submilled lists of hazardous 
materials rather than Malerials Safety Data .Sheets (eg: 33~". 75%. e:tc.). 
9.	 Approximalely how many requests for informi'ltion on h:lz:trcfous m:lterials has your LEPC received from 
cilizens or organized groups? 
10.	 Which of the following made the most requests? 
Individual citizens 
_ ()ther (please speciry below) 
. Environmenlalist groups
- . 
_	 Other community organizations 
_ We have no records on this 
- CONTINUED ON BACK •• 
11,	 Which of Ihe rollowln~ stalements is/are true of the flroc~dllr(! your LEPC hns deve-Ioped for resnollding to 
cllizen requests for inform<ltlon on hazardous m<ltcrt<lls in the communaty? Please check all that :Jpply. 
_	 An office which is acces5ible 10 the public hI's been dClIignated for receiving c:ilizen rel1uest5.. 
_ The lelephone number and/or <lddress of Ihis office hl'lI been widely <ldvertisecl. 
_ The person assiqned to respond to citizen rMluest5 15 I' hlll·lime employee of some organization which 
is responsible for emergency preparedness. . 
_	 Pholocopying is available to citizen~ at the location where information Is stor.ed. 
_	 Assist&lnce in inlerpreting technical information is ",:Ide :\vail"ble to citizens upon request. 
_ A cont.,ct has been designaled to hel~) citizens undr.r~':lIld toxics release emissions information 
required under Section 313. 
_	 Olher (please 5pecify) _ 
12.	 Has your LEPC developed a ·press kit" with information tho media can use to report on the LEPC. the re­
spon5e plan and/or the most likely hazm:M incidents in your Mea? If ·YES·. please enclose a copy when 
returnmg tllis form. 
YES NO. BUT A KIT IS BEING DEVELOPED NO 
13.	 -How muc:h cines your LEPC rely on each of the following t"c:hniqucs to get nonemergency information to the 
pUblic throuqh the local media? 
M~JOR SECONOAlty MINOR OR NO 
RELIANCE RELIANCE!tE..~ 
Responding to requests for information from	 2 3 4 5• 
the media 
•	 tnvitinq media representatives to attend &Iny LEPC 2 '3 4 5 
function that may produce informaticm the public 
should have 
•	 H.,ving any media-affiliated members of the LEPC 2 3 4 5 
report Information to their organlz&ltlons 
•	 Distributing press releases 10 the media 2 3 4 5 
•	 Other (specify) 2 3 4 5 
14.	 Please write the number of each of the fClllowing types 01 medi&l that regularly cover events in your LEPC's 
jurisdiction. If you do not know an answc!r, put an -X· ill that blank. 
TV STAilONS DAILY PAPERS WEEKLY PAPERSRADIO STATIONS 
15.	 Has your LEPC designated in the response plan the person(s) responsible for communicating risk informa· 
lion to the public In the event of a hazmat emergency? YES _ NO 
16.	 If you answered "YES· 10 No. 14. ple&lse tell us the position of the person(s) whom the plan makes respon­
sible for emergency risk communication (eg: county health official. public information officer for the fire 
department). 
On what date did you complete this form? _ 
... THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION.... 
r:••• 
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QUESTIONNAIRE TO BE COMPLETED BY LEPC MEMBER 
AND RETURNED IN SEALED ENVELOPE TO LEPC CHAIR 
I 
~1i' VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE & STATE UNIVERSITY '~. ~. ;~.' 1, UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ENVIRONMI:NTAL & ~~ ~... ~~ HAZARDOUS MATERIALS STUDIES , 
"1'" 
-- INTRODUCTION -­
This questionnaire is a part of ' research on risk communica'lion being conducted at VirginiaPolytechnic Institute and State University. Information from the questionnaire will help us to deter­mine what materials and programs should be developed to assist l.EPC members. The study includesall LEPCs in 10 carefully selected states. Your State Emergency Response Commission has been in­formed of the stUdy. 
Your participation in the stUdy is entirely voluntary, and you can bf~ sure that your individual answerswill be totally confidential. However, your cooperation is essential iif we are to get an accurate pictureof the nation's LEPCs. Please answer as frankly as possible. If yOll feel that you do not have enoughinformation to answer some of the questions, please write ·OK" fiJr "don't know" to the right of theresponses provided for that particular questicm. 
WHEN YOU HAVE FILLED OUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE, PLEASE PLACE IT IN
THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED AND RETURN IT TO THE CHAIR OF YOUR LEPC.
Your name should not appear on the questionnaire or envelope. 
A report on the results of the full stUdy will be sent to your Slate Ennergency Response Commission. 
...•.............................••...•............... ~ .....•.•.....................•.......•............••.•.••••••••••
 
1.	 What do you see as the most important purpose of the LEPC lifter the response plan has beenaccepted -- What should be its major contribution to the community? 
2.	 What do you feel are the major problems your LEPC faces in fulfilling this basic purpose? 
3. How would you rate your LEPC in each of the following areas?
 
(PLEASE PUT AN "X" OVER THE NUMBER THAT .CORRESPONDS TO YOUR ANSWER)
 
AREA	 EXCELLENT FAIR INADEQUATE 
Information gathering capabilities 5 4 3 2 1• 
Capacity. for analyzing information 5 4 3 2 1• 
Competent and dedicated members 5 4 3 2 1• 
Capacity for communicating with• 
government agencies	 5 3 2 1 
Capacity for communicating with • 
business and industry	 5 4 3 2 1 
Capacity for communicating with • 
the general public	 5 3 2 1 
Capacity for communicating with grclups • 
with a special interest in the environment 5 4 3 2 
Relations with the news media 5 4 3 2 1• 
•	 Public visibility 5 4 3 2 1 
•	 Confidence of the public in its
 
ability to p' ->ect their interests 5 4 3 2 1
 
4.	 How would you rate the cooperation yc:>Ur LEPC receives from most businesses involved with 
hazardous materials? 
EXCELLENT ADEQUATE INADEQUATE 
5 4 3 2 
5.	 Please rate both the frequency and nature 'of the contact your LEPC has with environmentalist 
groups by putting an "X" over one number under each category below. 
FRE9U~NCY 
GENEAALLV	 CENEIIAllYVEIIY LITTLEFllrOUENT CONFIIONTATlONAlCONTACT COOPEI'IA TlVE CONTACT 
5 4 3 2 1	 5 4 3 2 
2
 
I	 . I • H I II I ~ 
6. How likely do you think it is that your LEPC can accoll.lplish each of the following goal~? 
VERY 50150 NOTGOAL LIKELY CHANCE LIKELY 
;•	 Improving the community's ability to understand 5 4 3 2 1risk information in the event of a hazmat emerqency 
•	 Informing citizens of the. response plan well 5 4 3 2 1enough that they understand and support it 
•	 Securing enough citizen involvementin updalinq 4 35 2the plan that it effectively addresses the
 
community's concerns
 
•	 Responding effectively and efficiently to citizens' 5 
.4 3 2 1 
requests for information on hazardous materi<ll~ 
• . Stimulating public discussion of the environ­ 5 4 3 2 1mental choices confronting the community 
7.	 How important to the success of the Tille III planninq effort do lfOU think it is that the public be 
involved in evaluating and updating the plan? 
Not very important. the LEPC can design 'In effective plan alone 
;.-.. 
0'.	 3Somewhat important, we can use selected input to improv1e the plan.
 
Very important. public participation is necessary for a goO(j plan. 5
 
8.	 Which of the following do you feel is the 1'11051 effective means for the LEPC to use in getting 
nonemergency information to the public in your LEPC juri~diction? (MARK ONLY ONE) 
Newspapers 1 Television 2 Radio 3 Other 4 (Specll'y)	 _ 
9.	 Please rate the media that cover your area in terms of both the amount and quality of the cover­
age they give to your LEPC by marking a number under each heac!ing beside each type of media .. 
AMOUNT OF COVERAGI: QUALITY OF COVERAGE 
TOO MUCH ENOUGH TOO LITTLE GOOD FAIR 1'.OOR 
•	 Newspapers 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1 
•	 Television 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1 
•	 Radio 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 
3 
If the media we're doing a story on a nonemergency hazmat situation in your area. what priority10, 
do you think they should give to each of the following kinds of information in that coverage? 
HIOH 
PRIORITY 
MODERATE 
PRIORITY 
LOW ' 
PRIORITY 
• The likelihood of an accident 
5 4 3 2 1 
• The possible causes of an accidl!nt 
5 4 3 2 1 
• Possible health effects of an accident 
5 4 3 2 1 
• Statements by public safety officials 
5 4 3 2 
• Statements by local environmenlalists 
5 4 3 2 1 
• Statements from the business .involved 
5 4 3 2 1 
• 
• 
Provisions of the emergency response plan. 
Political controversy surrounding the 
conditions leading to the danger 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
. 3 
2 
2 
1 
11.	 How would you describe the level ()f concern about environmental problems (including but not 
limited to hazardous materials) in your community? 
MAJOR IMPORTANT MINOR ISSUEISSUE ISSUE 
5 4 3 2 
12.	 Do you feel that those who are mOl,t vocal in their concern about' environmental issues in your 
LEPC area are an unrepresentative minority or a crossection of the public? 
CROSSECTION OF PUBUC 2UNREPRESENTATIVE MINORITY 1 
13,	 In your LEPC jurisdiction, how active are organized groups concerned with the environment? 
VERY MODERATELY NOT 
ACTIVE ACTIVE ACTIVE 
5 4 3 2 1 
14.	 How confident are you that you personally have an accurate picture of the level and content of 
public concern about environmental issues in your LEPC area? 
HIGHLY MODERATELY NOT 
CONFIDENT CONFIDENT CONFIDENT 
4 3 2 15 
(NUMBER OF MONTHS)15.	 How many months have you been a member of the LEPC? 
4 
16. Do you currently hold any of the following offices in the lEPC? 
•	 LEPC Chair YES NO 
•	 Community Information Coordinator YES NO 
•	 Community Emergency CoordinatoV' YES NO 
•	 Subcom'mittee Chair YES NO 
17.	 How many hours do you spend on each of the following tasks' for the lEPC in an average month? 
.(IF HNONE", PLEASE WRITE 0 IN THE 8LANK) , 
• I 
HOURS 
•	 Attending meetings of the full lEPC or its subcommittees 
•	 Planning for meetings (preparing presentations. etc.) 
•	 Gathering information for the LEPC 
•	 Evaluating information for the LEPC (risk assessment, mapping, etc,) 
•	 Seeking pUblic opinion on planning issues 
•	 Informing the public of LEPC activities 
•	 Attending seminars or training sessions 
•	 Studying about hazardous materials risks on your own 
18.	 Please indicate if you have received and read each of the following publications by marking an 
"X· over a number under each heading beside each publicalicln. 
HAVE ,(OU HAVE YOU 
RECEIVI:D IT? READ IT? 
PUBLICATION m	 !~O m~ 
• "Hazardous Materials Emergency Planning Guide"	 ,2:2 1 (NRT-1) by The National Response Team	 I 
I 
•	 "Technical Guidance for Hazards Analysis" 1 
I 
2 1 2 distributed by the EPA 
•	 "Explaining EnVironmental Risk" by Peter :2 2 
Sandman, distributed by the EPA 
•	 EPA Technical Assistance 8ulletin #4: Report 2 2 
on the Risk Communication Conference 
• "Its Not Over in October: A Guide for lEPCs" 2	 2 
I 
I 
5 
19.	 Please tell us if you are a member of the followin~ types of organizations or groups by puttfng 
an ~X· over ~YES· or ~NO~ beside each one.' 
TYPE OF ORGANIZATION	 MEMBER? 
A.	 Fire department or rescue squad YES NO 
B.	 Police department YES NO 
C.	 Hospital emergency team or man.agement YES NO 
D.	 Industry safety team or management YES NO 
E.	 Business association (Chamber oJ Commerce. ntc.) YES NO 
F.	 News media YES NO 
G.	 Environmental interest group YES NO 
H.	 Community or neighborhood organization YES NO 
I.	 Elected government officials' YES NO 
J.	 Non-elected government officials (planner. etc.) YES NO 
20.	 LEPCs are supposed to include members from a variety of groups. If you feel that you were ap­
pointed to the LEPC as a result of your association with one of the above groups. please write the 
letter which is to the left of that group in the blank th~t follows. "your appointment was unrelated 
to group affiliation, put a •X" in the blc~nk. . _ 
21.	 How much experience have you had with each of the following? 
ACTIVITY	 GREA.T-'~E_~.!:: SOM..! ~RY LITTLE 
•	 Speaking before groups 5 4 3 2 
•	 Dealing with representatives of the news medii'! 5 4 3 2
 
Communicating technical information to the puhlic 5 4 3 2
• 
Resolving conflicts among diverse groups 5 4 3 2• 
•	 Working with government officials 5 4 3 2 1 
Using a personal computer 5 4 3 2• 
"..•
 
6 
22.	 How likely is it that you would actively use training materials containing each of the following 
types of information? Please look over the complete list before rating individual items since we 
are trying to identify the most important types of mElterials to develop with limited resources. 
VERY SOMEWHAT NOT ~ ~ ~ 
•	 How to effectively manage information 
't ·1acquired under right-to-know provisions	 :r-"".~5 ~ 3 2 1 
•	 How to effectively communicate chemical risk
 
information to the public during an emergency
 5 ,~ 3 2 1 
•	 How to communicate chemical risk information
 
to the public in the absence of an emergency 5 ,4 3
 2 1 
•	 Coordinating OSHA planning requirements
 
for facilities with the response plan
 5 I~ 3 2 1 
•	 Coordinating spill prevention and i
 
control planning with the response plan
 5 IS 3 2 
•	 Coordinating catastrophic earthqual<e
 
planning with the response plan
 5 4 3 2 1 
•	 Coordinating nuclear power plant and 
I 
radiation plans with the response plan 5 4 3 2 1 
•	 Coordinating federal facilities planning
 
with the response plan ,
 5 3'I 2 1 
i
•	 How to take Department of Transportation route I
 
planning into consideration in the plan
 5 4, 3 2 
•	 Information on evacuation and in-place
 
sheltering in emergencies
 5 4 3 2 
•	 How to use the planning process to
 
prevent 'chemical accidents
 5 4 3 2 
•	 A catalog of resources to use in planning ror
 
and responding to hazards
 5 4 3 2I 
23.	 For background inrormation. which of the following describes your' highest level of education? 
Some high school 
High school degree 2 ,I . 
-
Vocational school 3 
Some college 4 
College degree 5 
Some graduate work ,6 -, 
Graduate or 7 
professional degree 
7 
24.	 What Is your occupation? Please be I:iS specinc as possible. Give job title if applicable (for exam­
ple: Safety director for local chemical firm; Homemaker; Retired high school biology teacher; etc. 
25.	 In which "sector· is your occupation? 
Public Sector (government) 1 
Private !;ector (business) 2 
VolunteElr Sector (Red Cross. c/lsrity '}ospita/, etc.) 3 
Other (homemaker. retiree, etc.) 4 
26.	 What is your gender? _____ MALE _____FEMALE 
27. Which of the following categories includes your age? 
___ Under 30 
___ 30-39 
___ 40-49 
___ SO- 59 
___ 60 and Over 
28.	 If you have any observations concerning the LEPC's communication with the public which our 
Questions have not covered but which you feel are important to understanding the situation, 
please write them on the inside back cover of this questionnaire or enclose additional pages. 
PLEASE PLACE THE QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED,
 
SEAL IT, AND RE'ruRN IT TO THE CHAIR OF YOUR LEPC.
 
••• THANK YOU VERY. MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION! ••• 
8 
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What do YOU think'? 
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITU'TE & STATE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL & 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS STUDIES 
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A SUR VEY OF C'OMMUNIT~VLEADERS 
EXPLA."IlAnON 
Hazardous materials are chemicals (liquids, gases and solids) that can pose aserious threat to human health. They are increasingly common in most of ourcommunities. The University Center for Environmental and Hazardous MaterialsStudies is conducting a national study of how people communicate about envi­ronmental risks. Our long-term objective is to assist communities in effec­tively handling the problems that c~an be created by hazardous materials. St.James Parish has been selected as ()ne of the loca1i'~ies to be included in thisresearch. 
We are seeking your opinions because you are affiliated with a community serviceorganization or have been identified as a concerned citizen. We hope you willtake a few moments to fill out this brief questionn~lire and return it in theenclosed self-addressed envelope. While each quest:Lonnaire is numbered on theback for record keeping purposes, 'IOU can be sure that your responses will betreated in the strictest confidence and that no one either than our project staffwill see your answers. 
' 
Since the questionnaire is going to a wide variety ()f people, many of you willfind the questions to be about totally unfamiliar s\lbjects while others willfind that they know a great deal about the topic. lllease remember that evenif the questions are completely new' to you or if thElY seem far to simple foryour level of knowledge, we still need your opinionlll to have a complete study. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation. Results of the overall study willbe shared with public officials in your community. If you want to be informedof the products of the study or have other questions, please contact us at thefollowing address. 
i, 
. W. David Conn
William L. Owens
Richard C. Rich
University Cente~ for Environmental
and Hazardous Materials Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
Blacksburg, VA 24061-01l3 
• ,'p"
 
1.	 Please indicate how serious you feel each of '~he follOWing potentialenvironmental problems actually is in your commun:lty by marking an "X"
, 
over the number that corresponds to your assessment of each problem.
.	 NOT SOttEI·tHATSERIOUS	 VERYSEtRIOUS SERIOUS
. 
The danger of a major -------------------.._--------------------_..I 
release of hazardous 
1 2 3 4 S
substances from a plant,
warehouse, etc. 
The·chance that a truck 1 2 3­or train accident will 4 S
release hazardous
materials 
The	 chance that people's 1health will suffer due	 2 '3 4 S
to long-term exposure to
hazardous substances
 
The	 danger that water;
soil or air will be	 
1 2 3 4 5
contaminated by slow
leaks of hazardous materials.
 
2. How	 concerned do you think most residents of yo·ur community are abouteach of the following environmental issues? 
LITTLE SOMEI"HATCONCERNED CONCERNED 
HIGHLY
CONCERNED-----~----------------,------------------------The	 danger of a hazardousmaterials emergency (for 1 2 .3 4 5
example, a.large chemical
spill or gas leak) 
Long-term pollution by 1 2hazardous materials	 4 5 
3. Do you feel that you are personally well-informEld about what types ofhazardous materials emergencies are most likely to clccur in your community? 
_NOT SURE
•	 If you answered "yesII to question 3, please use the space below totell us how you got this information. 
4. Do citizens have a ~egally established right to know what hazardous 
materials are used, stored, or produced at specific plants or other 
facilities in their community? 
_NOT SURE 
s. If you wanted to find out what hazardous materials'were handled by a 
given firm in your community, what specific agency or official would you 
.. 
contact to get this information? 
6. Are you a member of any local organization that has, in the past two 
years, done something to learn more about hazardous materials risks in 
your community (invited speakers, sent someone to talk with a local firm, 
held a public forum, etc.)? 
_NOT SURE 
•	 If you answered "yes," please tell us what organization this is and
 
what type of activity it undertook.
 
7. Information on environments.l issues in your community can come from
 
many sources. Please tell us which of the following sources you would
 
rely on by writing a 1, 2, or 3 beside the three sources you are most
 
likely to turn to for information. (Number your first choice "1".)
 
community organizations ____ public agencies ·(health de­

(civic groups, homeowners partment, civil defense
 
associations, etc.) office, etc.)
 
environmental groups ____ personal contact with specific 
(Sierra, Audubon, etc.) public officials 
_ private physicians	 local newspapers 
local industry	 local television 
friends or work associate~; local radio 
local emergency planning other (please specify)
 
committee
 
.'.,.
•
 
8. Do you feel that you now know what to do to protect yourself and/oryour f~mily if a major hazardous materials emergenc~' occurred in yourcommunJ.ty7
 
_ YES
 
_NOT SURE•	 i
 
•
 If you	 answered "yes," from what source did you get this information? 
9. If there was a major hazarQ~us materials emergency in your communitytoday, how would you personally 8't information on what you ~hould do toprotect yourself and/or your famil)~ 
-------------------""'--...._---------­
10. Are you aware that an organization in your 1:.ommunit ha hazards analysis and developed a J)lan for resp"",,- .' y as co~ductedmaterials emergencies (designated shelters and ev~~g,to hazardousfor	 example)? at10n procedures, 
--'f~S 
_NO 
• If you answered "yes," can you tell us what org81~ization ~Ilvelopedthe	 plan? 
----------------_._------_._------~
•	 How did you learn about the existence of the response plan? 
•	 How aware of the existence of this plan do you th.ink most otherresidents of your community are? (Mark	 the number that corresponds toyour answer.) 
NOT sor1Elo/HAT HIGHLY' CAN'TAl'lARE AlolARE AlolARE .JUDGE--~----------------------------- .._---------------~--- -----------­1 2 3 4 s	 o 
•	 From what you know of this plan, how confident are you that it is ~de­quate to protect the community III most hazardous Inaterials emergencies? 
NOT
•	 FAIRLY HIGHLY CAN'TCONFIDENT CONFIDENT CONFIDE1~T .JUDGE
--------------------------------.----------------_._--------------­1 2 3 4 s	 o 
1 
·1
I 
11. Some people feel that it is important for them to know a'good deal 
about the environmental risks that exist in their community. Others 
don't feel this way. Is it important enough to you tha~ you would be 
Willing to do each of the following? 
_ YESSpend two hours studying the hazards _NO 
analysis and emergency response plan 
for your community. 
_ YESAttend a two-hour public meeting 
_NO 
where these issues were addresse~ 
_ YESSpend 30 minutes a week reading 
_NO 
news articles or other materials 
that keep you up-to-date on these 
issues. 
12. Have you seen any explanation (publication, film, speech, etc.) of 
the process by which citizens can learn about hazardous materials risks 
in this area undex:' the Itcommunity righ~ to know" provisions of Title III 
of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA)? 
_NOT SURE 
• If you answered "yes," please tell us how and. where you saw this 
explanation? 
• Have you shared this information with other members of an organiza-
tion to which you belong by s,ome formal means like speaking at a meeting 
or putting an item in the newslet~er1 
_ YES 
_NO 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION. 
PLEASE RETURN THE QUES1'IONNAIRE IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED. 
If you would like more information on hazardous materials issues, you may 
want to request a booklet entitled Chemicals in Your Community; 
A Guide to the Emergency Planning And Community Right to Know to Act 
from: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (OS-120), Washington, DC 20460. 
